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In this paper we review simulation and experimental studies of thermal capillary wave fluctuations as an ideal 
means for probing the underlying disjoining pressure and surface tensions, and more generally, fine details of 
the Interfacial Hamiltonian Model. We discuss recent simulation results that reveal a film-height-dependent 
surface tension not accounted for in the classical Interfacial Hamiltonian Model. We show how this observation 
may be explained bottom-up from sound principles of statistical thermodynamics and discuss some of its 
implications. 
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1. Introduction 
As materials science and nanotechnology improve our ability to 
produce devices of smaller and smaller size down to the nanoscale, the 
importance of interracial phenomena becomes yet more relevant [1], 
Indeed, current methods allow us to prepare intricate devices, which 
feature grooves, channels and containers, offering the possibility to 
process minute amount of liquids in a controlled manner [2-4], 
Obviously, the operation of such devices requires detailed under-
standing of the fluid's behavior, and the size to surface ratio of the con-
densates that result makes the role of surface interactions a key issue 
[5]. At sub-micrometer length scales, however, the classical surface 
thermodynamics of Young and Laplace may well not be sufficient [6], 
The precise nature of the fluid-substrate interactions becomes impor-
tant, and it is no longer possible to lump all such effects into a macro-
scopic contact angle. Attempts to extend the validity of the classical 
thermodynamic approach are based on the addition of line tension 
effects [7-10], and provide encouraging results [11,12,6,13-15]. How-
ever, this concept meets difficulties and controversies [16-19], and is 
difficult to extend beyond the study of sessile droplets. 
A well known route to study adsorption phenomena at such length 
scale refines the level of coarse-graining one step below, by describing 
the properties of the adsorbed liquid in terms of a film height, L This 
provides a means to incorporate surface forces in a detailed manner 
[20,16,21-23], using the celebrated Derjaguin's concept of disjoining 
pressure, TJ{£) [24,25], or, alternatively, the corresponding interface 
potential g{£) [26,27]. 
Our understanding of wetting phenomena owes a great deal to such 
concept. More interestingly, however, the interface potential also offers 
the possibility to study the properties of inhomogeneous films, by 
means of a simple phenomenological extension, known as the Interfacial 
Hamiltonian Model (IHM). In this model, one defines a film profile, £(x), 
dictating the film height on each point of the underlying plane. Each infin-
itesimal surface area element dx bares a free energy g{£{x)) dictated by 
the film height at that point. However, since the film is inhomogeneous, 
an additional contribution accounting for the increase of the liquid-
vapor interfacial area is required. Considering both contributions, and in-
tegrating over the whole plane of the substrate, one arrives at [16,23]: 
H[£(x)] = j{g(f) + y. y \ + (V/)2-l) }dx (1) 
where y„ is the liquid-vapor surface tension, while the label "<*>" as a sub-
index emphasizes the fact that, for whatever film height, we refer to the 
surface tension of a film away from the influence of the disjoining pres-
sure, i.e., the liquid-vapor surface tension. Since equilibrium film profiles 
are extrema of H[£], it may be readily found that the IHM is essentially 
equivalent to the augmented Young-Laplace equation that is familiar in 
surface science [20,16,21-23], 
The importance of Eq. (1) should not be overlooked, as it forms the 
basis for most theoretical accounts of surface phenomena, including, 
the study of capillary waves [28], renormalization group analysis of 
wetting phenomena [29], the prediction of droplet profiles [30], the 
measure of line tensions [31], the structure of adsorbed films on 
patterned substrates [32], and the dynamics of dewetting [33], 
Despite its theoretical importance, it has been argued for already 
some time that the IHM cannot be derived bottom-up from a micro-
scopic Hamiltonian of finer coarse-graining level [34]. This issue has 
received a great deal of attention in the context of adsorbed fluids sub-
ject to a short-range wall-fluid potential. This system exhibits a critical 
wetting transition, the liquid film can grow almost unbound, and the 
interfacial fluctuations become increasingly large [35]. As a result, the 
wetting behavior cannot be accounted properly by the mean field 
interface potential, g{£), but rather, must be described by suitable 
renormalization of Eq. (1). Conflicting results of the theoretical analysis 
[29] with simulations [36], motivated a critical assessment on the foun-
dation of IHM [37-39]. Fisher and Jin attempted to derive Eq. (1) using a 
Landau-Ginzburg-Wilson Hamiltonian, and argued that this is possible 
provided one replaces y„ by a film-thick dependent surface tension, 
y{£) which approaches y„ exponentially fast [37,38]. However, further 
studies by Parry and collaborators have shown that IHM is actually a 
nonlocal functional which does generally not satisfy Eq. (1), except for 
some simple situations [39,40], 
Unfortunately, these studies are limited to the special case of short-
range forces, which are only found in nature under exceptional circum-
stances, as they correspond to an effectively vanishing Hamaker 
constant [41,42]. The more relevant case of fluids in the presence of 
van der Waals interactions, has apparently received much less attention 
[43-45], possibly because the long-range interactions inhibit fluctua-
tions and do not warrant a renormalization analysis. 
However, the problem remains an issue of great importance for the 
study of inhomogeneous films under confinement - condensed sessile 
drops, fluids adsorbed in grooves, and other condensed structures -
irrespective of the presence of critical fluctuations! 
In fact, thin adsorbed films subject to van der Waals forces still exhibit 
thermal surface fluctuations of amplitudes as large as the mm scale that 
are known under the name of capillary waves [28,46]. The study of this, 
less exquisite fluctuations actually can convey not only a great deal of in-
formation on the underlying surface forces [47-49], but is actually also a 
stringent test of the Interface Hamiltonian Model itself [45,50,51], 
In this paper, we will review studies of the capillary wave fluctua-
tions of adsorbed films performed over the last years, and describe re-
cent findings which shed some light on the conjectured dependence 
of the surface tension with film height [52,53,45], 
In the next section, we will give an overview of well known liquid-
state theories for the description of density profiles of planar adsorbed 
films. Since these theories are of mean field type, they lead to structural 
properties which are intrinsic to the fluid-substrate pair considered, and 
do not depend on other external considerations such as the system size. 
In Section 3, we give a brief overview of classical capillary wave theory 
and show how it allows to probe the interfacial structure of films as well 
as to validate the Interfacial Hamiltonian Model. We illustrate the clas-
sical predictions with a number of experiments and computer studies, 
and show how the capillary fluctuations renormalize the intrinsic 
density profiles, which actually become system size dependent and 
are therefore not intrinsic properties of the fluid-substrate pair. In 
Section 4 we describe computer simulation techniques for the study of 
capillary wave fluctuations, and discuss how very recent simulation 
evidence has gathered that calls for an improved Interfacial Hamiltonian 
Model. This problem is reviewed in Section 5, where the results of 
Section 2 are applied in order to derive an Interfacial Hamiltonian 
bottom-up, for fluid films subject to surface forces decaying well beyond 
the bulk liquid correlation length, as is usually the case in real systems 
exhibiting dispersion forces. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the outcome 
of the study and discusses some of its implications. 
2. Liquid state theory of adsorbed fluids 
In modern liquid-state theory, the study of interfaces is formulated 
in terms of free energy functionals of the number density, p(r) [54], 
Paralleling the expression of the Helmholtz free energy of a volumetric 
system, i.e., F = NkBT(\n A3p — 1) + Fex, which includes ideal and 
excess contributions, one writes, for the inhomogeneous system, the 
following density functional: 
F[p(r)] = kBrJp(r)(/nA3p(r)-l)dr+ Fex[p(r); (2) 
where JV is the number of molecules, kB is Boltzmann's constant, l is the 
absolute temperature and A is the thermal de Broglie wavelength, while 
Fex is a highly non-trivial functional incorporating all unknown 
multibody correlations. 
In practice, it is more convenient to relax the constraint over fixed 
number of particles that is appropriate for Helmholtz free energies, 
and consider a system with fixed bulk chemical potential jiu. This is 
achieved by introducing the grand free energy Q, a new functional of 
the density which can be obtained from F by Legendre transformation, 
F - ^ J V -> a 
D[p(r)] = F[p(r)] + Jp(r)(V(r)-Ju„„)dr (3) 
where we have also included here V(r), an external field that will usually 
be the responsible for creating the inhomogeneity under study. For an 
adsorbed fluid, V(t) may be the van der Waals long range potential 
mimicking the interactions with the substrate; for a free fluid-fluid 
interface it may be the potential energy felt by an atom due to gravity. 
Within mean-field theory, we expect that the equilibrium average 
profile is that which minimizes Q, subject to the constraints of constant 
volume, temperature and chemical potential: 
8D 
6PW 
= 0. (4) 
Performing the functional minimization of Eq. (3), together with 
Eq. (2), we obtain: 
p(r) = p«,exp{ -/3V(r) + C(1)(r) + Auex} (5) 
where j3 = \/kBT, p„ is the bulk density at the imposed chemical 
potential, ^ is the corresponding excess chemical potential and 
C(1)(r) is the so called singlet direct correlation function: 
r ( D ^ _ 5/3Fex[P(r)] 
1
 ' Sp(T) ' (6) 
The above equation is the first member of a hierarchy defining direct 
correlation functions of arbitrary order [46,55]. The next member of the 
series provides the direct pair correlation function as: 
v ' ! sp{t) (7) 
By integrating the above equation from some density reference 
profile, Po(r), to the actual density profile, we obtain: 
C(1)(r; [P]) = C(1)(r; [p0]) + \\c{2> (r, t, [p]) Spdr'. (8) 
This equation is formally exact but of little use, since we ignore the 
exact form of both C(1)(r;[p0]) and C(2)(r,r';[p]). We can however, 
consider a flat reference profile, such that Po(r) = p», and further 
assume that the direct pair correlation function does not depend signif-
icantly on deviations of p(r) away from the reference density p0. With 
these approximations we obtain an asymptotic density expansion: 
where Ap(r) = p(r) — p„, while the unknown singlet correlation func-
tion is now expressed in terms of singlet and pair correlation functions 
of a homogeneous fluid with asymptotic density p„. 
This is a convenient result, because much is known about the direct 
correlation function of bulk simple fluids [56,57]. One could thus 
employ such knowledge to calculate C(1)(r;[p]) accurately and exploit 
Eqs. (5) and (9) to predict the density profile. Unfortunately such 
a program can only be carried out with heavy numerical calculations 
[58-60]. In order to obtain tractable expressions, it is necessary to 
get rid of the nonlocal integral by performing a gradient expansion 
of the density difference Ap(r') about Ap(r) to second order. Con-
sidering that the bulk direct correlation function of an atomic fluid 
is an even function of |r' — r|, we find that odd terms in the expan-
sion vanish, and get [61]: 
C(1)(r; [P]) = c ( 1 V ) + Q--^y)AP(r) + C-V2Ap(r) (10) 
where the coefficient linear in Ap(r) is the zero order moment of the 
direct pair correlation function and may be related to the bulk com-
pressibility, K„, via the Ornstein-Zernike equation [46]: 
Jc(2)(r,p.)dr = i /3 
P~ K^pi 
(H) 
and C is the second moment of the direct pair correlation function: 
C=ljr2C ( 2 )(r ;p,„)dr. (12) 
If we now substitute Eq. (10) into Eq. (5) and linearize the exponen-
tial term, we find that Ap(r) is determined by the following second 
order partial differential equation: 
V2Ap(r)-b2Ap(r)=^-V(r) (13) 
where b„ = t^1, while £,„ is the bulk correlation length, given by: 
£=kBTC^pl. (14) 
Essentially, Eq. (13) corresponds to a square-gradient theory 
for the Helmholtz free energy functional, with a parabolic 
approximation for the local free energy (see below). The advan-
tage of the systematic derivation from first principles is that a 
deeper insight on the nature of the square-gradient coefficient 
is obtained. 
Unfortunately, this equation has one very important limitation that 
may have been overlooked: it relies on a gradient expansion of the 
density perturbations, Ap(r). This implies that the coefficients of the 
successive derivatives are moments of the direct correlation function 
(e.g. as is the case of the coefficient of V2Ap, cf. Eq. (12)). The direct 
correlation function itself is known to decay as the underlying 
pair potential so that the higher order moments can only converge 
if the fluid pair potential is short range, i.e., is either truncated at a 
finite value or decays exponentially fast. These considerations 
imply that the results obtained so far are strictly valid only for 
short-range fluids with exponential decay of the pair interactions 
[54]. Later on we will discuss at length the significance of these lim-
itations (cf. Section 2.4). 
In what follows, we will exploit the above result in order to study 
density profiles of the liquid-vapor and wall-liquid interfaces. For 
such systems, the average density profile depends only on the perpen-
dicular distance to the interface, z, so that the Helmholtz equation 
becomes a simple linear ordinary differential equation: 
C(1)(r;[p]) = Cm(p^) + jAp(r') C(2) ( r , r ' ; p „ W (9) 
d2Ap(z) 
Az2 
•blt±p(z)=^V(z). (15) 
Later on, we will see that the approach starting from Eq. (9) can also 
be extended to study oscillatory profiles of fluids adsorbed on a wall. 
boundary conditions so defined, we can solve Eq. (15) for each branch 
separately, obtaining a piecewise solution of the form: 
2.1. Liquid-vapor interface 
Let us now consider the inhomogeneous density profile that results 
when a homogeneous fluid phase separates at zero field, such that 
V(z) = 0. In principle, it is impossible to study a liquid-vapor interface 
from the result of Eq. (15). The reason is that it is essentially a local 
expansion about a reference bulk density, say the vapor density, and 
hence, cannot possibly carry any information about the liquid phase. 
In practice, however, one can exploit this result to study perturbations 
of the liquid and vapor branches of the density profile independent-
ly and get a full liquid-vapor density profile by matching the sepa-
rate pieces. This approximation constitutes the double-parabola 
model of interfaces [37]. The name stems from the parabolic ap-
proximation about the vapor and liquid minima of the local Helm-
holtz free energy that is implied. This becomes more clear if we 
consider the well known square-gradient functional of inhomoge-
neous fluids [62]: 
/3F[p(r)] = j{/3/(p(r)) +Ic4Vp(r)]2Jdr (16) 
where the local free energy is given by/(p) = p/j(p) — p(p) and 
p(p) is the pressure. Substitution of this square-gradient functional 
into Eq. (3), followed by extremalization, yields: 
C_V'Ap(r)-/3ki(p)-/i_]=/3V(r). (17) 
This equation cannot be solved analytically for a general isotherm 
iu(p), but can be related to Eq. (15) upon linearization of the chemical 
potential about the coexistence value, whereby fj.(p) — fi„ becomes 
simply (p — p„)l{pi,K„), and Eq. (17) then immediately transforms 
into Eq. (13). Linearizing the isotherm about the coexistence liquid 
and vapor densities, and solving for each branch separately constitutes 
the double parabola approximation. The linearized chemical potential 
isotherm results from derivation of a parabolic Helmholtz free energy 
centered about the coexistence density, thus explaining the name of 
the model (cf. Fig. 1). 
Consider the liquid-vapor interface is located at z = £, with the 
asymptotic liquid phase of density pi to the left (z < £), and the 
asymptotic vapor phase of density pv to the right of £ (z > £). With this 
Fig. 1. Sketch of the double parabola approximation for the chemical potential isotherm. 
Full lines depict the full van der Waals loop in the [i — p plane, and the dashed lines illus-
trate the linearization that is performed about the coexistence vapor and liquid densities. 
The linear extrapolation of the equation of state results from differentiation of a double 
parabolic model for the free energy (inset). 
pv+Ave °'z 
Z<£ 
Z> £ 
(18) 
In order to solve for the integration constants,^/ and A*, two possible 
extra boundary conditions come to mind. The first is the crossing 
criterion [37,38], which requires the continuity of the piecewise func-
tion, Eq. (18) at z = £, and defines £ such that the density at that point 
is precisely some chosen value, say, p1/2, which is, most naturally, but 
not necessarily equal to the average (pi + pv)/2: 
lim p(z) = lim p(z) 
z^l z^l+ 
p(Z = £)= py2 
(19) 
The crossing criterion provides a set of two linear equations that can 
be easily solved for At and Av, and leads to the following result for the 
piecewise liquid-vapor density profile [37]: 
, Pi+{pV2-py,(Z-l) Z<£ 
V + ( p V 2 - P v K f t ' ( Z - q Z>i 
(20) 
This model has proved very convenient, as it provides analytic 
results for the density profiles and free energies of interfaces perturbed 
by capillary waves [37,38,63,39,43,44]. Although we have cast it here in 
a form that accounts for the asymmetry of the vapor and liquid phases, 
most usually one assumes a symmetric fluid, hence bt = bv. 
As just mentioned, the crossing criterion would seem to account for 
the asymmetry of the vapor and liquid phases. However, the first 
derivative of the density profile becomes discontinuous whenever 
bi ^ bv. In order to remedy this problem, it is possible to introduce a 
smooth matching criterion by requiring continuity of both the density 
and its first derivative at z = £ i.e., 
lim 
lim p(z) = lim p(z) 
- dz z^i+ dz 
(21) 
Solving the matching conditions for At and Av, now yields: 
P(*) = 
Pr -(Pi-Pv)e' P,(z-l) Z<£ bv + b, 
+ bvTbl(P>-Pv)e~K{z~e) z>* 
(22) 
Despite its simplicity, the model incorporates naturally the asymme-
try of the liquid and vapor phases, remains continuous up to the first 
derivative, and is able to provide semi-quantitative results for the 
density profiles and surface tensions of simple fluids [64]. Furthermore, 
the model may be extended to study spherical interfaces, also providing 
analytical results for density profiles and nucleation energies 
[65-67,64]. 
Such analytical results cannot be obtained otherwise except for very 
few selected toy models (e.g.: [68,46]). 
22. Wall-fluid interface 
Simple atomic liquids close to a rigid substrate exhibit a stratified 
structure that results from packing effects of the dense phase. Such 
behavior is well known from both theoretical calculations and atomic 
force microscopy experiments [69-75], 
The model for fluid interfaces discussed in the previous section 
would seem not adequate to describe this behavior, since it may be 
interpreted as a plain squared gradient theory solved piecewise. With 
this perspective, one can only expect it to provide adequate results for 
smoothly varying density perturbations. However, it is possible to 
exploit the explicit connection with the direct pair correlation function 
embodied in Eqs. (10)-(12) in order to provide a qualitative explana-
tion for the oscillatory behavior found in experiments. First, notice 
that the coefficients of Eq. (10) are actually zero and second moments 
of the direct correlation function. Whence, they can also be interpreted 
as their zero wave-vector Fourier transforms. Taking this into account, it 
becomes apparent that the theory formulated previously is adequate to 
study fluid perturbations of long wavelength. 
Molecular fluids at high density usually exhibit a maximum of the 
structure factor, S(k) at finite wave-vector, k0. Such a maximum is 
indicative of strong structural correlations of wavelength A. = 2n/k0. 
Accordingly, it seems natural to particularize the study of density fluctu-
ations to the form Ap(r) = a(r)e±lk°r, where the second factor of the 
right hand side now imposes correlations of the adequate wavelength, 
while the first factor, a(r) describes the corresponding amplitudes. In 
the regime of linear response, it is these amplitudes that should vary 
smoothly, rather than the whole density wave Ap(r). Therefore, one 
can perform a gradient expansion of a(r') about a(r), similar to that 
performed previously for Ap(r') about Ap(r). After insertion of the 
expansion into Eq. (9), followed by substitution in the linearized form 
of Eq. (5), we obtain a Helmholtz equation for the amplitudes rather 
than for the densities [76]: 
V2a(t)-b20a(t)=Q (23) 
where now, the coefficient b0 = l/£0, while Q = kBTC0K0pi is given 
in terms of a generalized wave-vector dependent compressibility 
(cf.Eq.(ll)): 
fc(2)(r)eik»rdr = ^ — ^ (24) 
J
 P~ KoPi 
and C0 is a Fourier transform of the direct pair correlation function's 
second moment: 
C ^ l j Y c ' W - ' d r . (25) 
Let us consider the solution of Eq. (23) for the simple case of a 
"contact" potential of delta-Dirac form whose only role is to impose a 
boundary condition for the density of the film precisely at the wall 
contact, z = dw. The solution of this equation proceeds then exactly as 
for Eq. (13), and yields for the wall-fluid density profile the following 
result: 
p(z) =p , ( l +Awcos(k0z + ew)e-b°z^ (26) 
where Aw is the amplitude of the density wave imposed by the contact 
wall potential and 6W is the phase. An interesting point which is worth 
stressing is that both k0 and b0 are structural properties of the bulk 
liquid. Only the amplitude Aw and the phase 6W actually depend on 
details of the wall-fluid interactions. 
The result shown here is actually a particular case of a more general 
theory relating the density profile of an adsorbed fluid with its bulk 
structural properties [77-79]. A study of the Ornstein-Zernike equation 
shows that, quite generally, the total pair correlation function, h(r) of an 
isotropic fluid is given by: 
rh(r) = £ V"'r (27) 
i 
where the sum runs over the poles of the structure factor, i.e., the set of 
complex wave-vectors satisfying pC(2)(k,) — 1 = 0[77]. If, on the other 
hand, one considers the wall-fluid total correlation function, hwf{z), the 
Ornstein-Zernike equation dictates rather that: 
fV(z) = E V ¥ (28) 
i 
where the sum runs over exactly the same set of wave-vectors than 
before, and only the coefficients Bj are actually dependent on the wall-
fluid substrate. A lucky coincidence is that only the first few leading 
order terms in this expansion are necessary to obtain a very precise 
description of the fluid structure. Particularly, for fluids with short range 
forces, a formal study reveals that the two longest range wave-vectors, 
kj are, i) a purely imaginary pole, leading to pure exponential decay, and 
ii) a conjugate-pair of complex poles, leading to damped oscillatory decay. 
Therefore, the long range decay of the bulk pair correlation function 
is of the form: 
rh(r) =Aee~b'r +A0cos(k0r + esy~b"r (29) 
while that of the wall-fluid pair correlation function is given by: 
ha{z) = Bee-"'z + B0 cos(k0z + e^e""-2. (30) 
For high temperatures, b0 > be, and the long-range decay is purely 
monotonic. At lower temperatures, however, the contrary holds and the 
long-range decay becomes damped-oscillatory. These two regimes are 
separated in the temperature-density plane of the phase diagram as a 
line Tiw(p) that is known as the Fisher-Widom line [80]. Actually, at tem-
peratures close to the triple-point, the monotonic contribution is of such 
short range that only one damped-oscillatory term serves to precisely de-
scribe the pair correlation function beyond the first maximum. 
The accuracy of this prediction has been assessed in Density 
Functional Studies [78], as well as experimentally [75,81 ]. As an example, 
Fig. 2 shows the simulated bulk total correlation function of a Lennard-
Jones model of argon close to its triple point. Clearly, a strong oscillatory 
behavior is visible, but all of the correlation function may be accurately 
described beyond two molecular diameters, a, with a single damped 
oscillatory term. Simulating now liquid argon at the same thermody-
namic conditions but adsorbed to an attracting wall, provides the 
density profile given in Fig. 3. Using only the damped oscillatory term 
of Eq. (30), with k0 and b0 from the fit to the bulk correlation function, 
and only the amplitude B0 and phase 6W as new fitting parameters, pro-
vides again an excellent description beyond two molecular diameters. 
Such a particularly simple behavior is a result of the low temperatures 
I L I i I i I i I 
0 2 4 6 8 
r / o 
Fig. 2. Bulk total correlation function of a Lennard-Jones fluid close to its triple point The 
dashed line corresponds to simulation results, and the full line is the result of a fit to 
rh(r) = A0 cos(k„r + 6f)exp( — b0r) (cf. Eq. (29)). Symbols indicate simulation results in 
the range where the fit is performed. The inset shows a detailed view (cf. Ref. [45,53] 
and Section 4.3 for further details on the model and simulations). 
p(z) 2 
z / o 
Fig. 3. Density profile at the wall-fluid interface of a Lennard-Jones fluid close to its triple 
point The dashed line corresponds to simulation results. The full line is the result of a fit to 
B„ cos(fc„z + flw)exp( —h„z) (cf. Eq. (30)) with k0 and b0 obtained from the bulk correla-
tion function and only B„ and 6W as fitting parameters. Symbols indicate simulation results 
in the range where the fit is performed. The inset shows a detailed view (cf. Ref. [45,53] 
and Section 4.3 for further details on the model and simulations). 
considered. At higher temperature, at least the leading order purely 
exponential contribution needs to be added. 
It should be stressed, however, that Eqs. (29)-(30) are only appropri-
ate for fluids with short-range forces. This is almost always the case in 
simulation studies, since the dispersion tail r~6 is in practice truncated 
beyond some reasonable value. Taking van der Waals contributions for 
the fluid-fluid pair potential into account makes the formal analysis 
become far more difficult, but it is expected that the gross features de-
scribed here will still hold [79]. For example, it is well known that the 
tails of the liquid-vapor density profile of a long-range fluid with inter-
actions of the formr~6 will decay as z - 3 , instead of exponentially [61], 
but these finer details need not concern us here. Surprisingly, even van 
der Waals wall-fluid interactions of range z~3 actually have a negligible 
effect on the structure of the density profile. This can be assessed by 
exploiting yet once more Eq. (13), as a means to measure the density 
fluctuation Ap(z) that results from a long range perturbation V(z) <x 
z~
3
. Noticing that Eq. (18) already provides the homogeneous solution 
for Eq. (15), we seek for a particular solution of the form: 
where Kre] = n„/Kig is the ratio of bulk to ideal gas compressibilities. This 
result is thus essentially a generalization of the barometric law for dense 
fluids. For small densities, Kre] = 1, and Eq. (33) becomes the ideal gas dis-
tribution under an external field. Close to the triple point of argon, howev-
er, the ratio Krei is of the order 10~2, and the density profile is then hardly 
perturbed except for the immediate vicinity of the substrate. This form of 
the asymptotic behavior of the density profile can also be obtained from 
an analysis of the Ornstein-Zernike equation [82,78], 
2.3. Adsorbed films 
Previously, we have obtained analytic results for the density profile of 
a liquid-vapor and a wall-liquid interface. We are now in a good position 
to consider the density profile of an adsorbed film of finite thickness £, 
which one expects, should exhibit structural properties that are similar 
to those of the liquid-vapor interface in the neighborhood off and similar 
to those of the wall-liquid interface as one approaches the substrate. 
In principle, one could employ the double parabola model of 
Section 2.2 in order to obtain the full density profile of such an adsorbed 
film. This can be achieved by adding an extra exponential tail Awe~b'z 
into the trial solution for the liquid branch, and solving for the constant 
Aw with a new boundary condition at the wall. This leads to a smooth 
density profile which may exhibit either an enhanced or depleted 
contact density at the wall depending on the boundary condition that 
is imposed [37]. If one is willing to describe the oscillations that propa-
gate from the wall, it suffices to seek for solutions of the liquid branch 
where the new monotonic exponential tail is replaced with an oscillatory 
tailAwe-C»+*»)z. 
In practice, however, we find that retaining the form of the wall-
liquid and liquid-vapor profiles, and superimposing the former on the 
latter actually works much better. In this superposition approximation, 
we write for the film profile: 
p(Z;f) = [l+hwl(z)]plv(Z;/) (34) 
where hw](z) has the form of Eq. (30), while P\v{z;£) is the liquid-vapor 
density profile in the double parabola approximation, Eq. (18). The inte-
gration constants A; and Av may be readily calculated within the crossing 
criterion, providing the following piecewise profile for the adsorbed 
film: 
Ap(z) = 5>V( i )(z) (31) 
where a, are undetermined coefficients and V*l) stands for the ith 
derivative of V(z). Note that the particular solution suggested is actually 
valid for algebraically decaying potentials. For an exponential decay, the 
first term of the series would suffice. Now, substitution of the trial form 
into Eq. (15), followed by identification of the coefficients, yields: 
Ap(Z) : 
i=0 
V(z) (2i) (32) 
Considering that, by virtue of Eq. (11), the prefactor is essentially 
dictated by the fluids susceptibility, dp/d/j, if follows that the density 
profile of incompressible fluids will be hardly affected by the long-
range substrate potential. In order to grasp more transparently the 
significance of the above equation, it is now convenient to perform a 
resummation of the linearized result. Employing Eq. (32) in order to 
evaluate Eq. (10), followed by substitution of the result into Eq. (5) 
and neglect of the higher order terms, yields the following more familiar 
equation: 
p(z) = p„e' -pKItlV(z) (33) 
p(Z;f) = [ l + h w l ( z ) ] x 
P/ + 
Pl/2-P/[l+frwlM] ft,(z-fl 
Pv + 
Pl/2 
1+^wlW 
-Pv[l+ftwl(l)] 
1+^wlW 
z<£ 
-K(z-t) 
(35) 
Z>£ 
As is the case of the crossing criterion applied to the liquid-vapor 
interface, the resulting profile is continuous at z = £, but its derivative 
is not. In principle, one could also apply the smooth matching criterion 
here, but the equations that result are far too lengthy. 
The fact is that, already at the level of the crossing approximation, 
Eq. (35) predicts simulated density profiles with surprising accuracy. 
Fig. 4 shows a series of density profiles for films of a Lennard-Jones 
model of argon on an adsorbing substrate in the neighborhood of the 
triple point. The structural parameters for hw](z) are obtained from 
results of the wall-liquid interface described previously in Fig. 3, while 
the inverse correlation lengths bv and bt for the double parabola model 
of piv(z) are obtained from a fit to the free liquid-vapor interface. The 
film height for the model profile is then determined such that it matches 
the simulated profile exactly atz = £, which, by construction, amounts 
to defining £ such that the crossing criterion is met for both the model 
and the simulated profiles. The predicted results are compared with 
simulations in Fig. 4, clearly showing good agreement even for films 
as thin as £ = 1.9 molecular diameters. 
Fig. 4. Density profiles of adsorbed films for the Lennard-Jones fluid close to its triple point 
Full lines are simulation results for films of thickness I (from left to right) 1.9,3.0,4.1,5.3, 
6.5, 7.3 and 8.5 molecular diameters, a. Dashed lines are predictions from the superposi-
tion model, Eq. (35). Note that the discontinuity in the first derivative of the density profile 
is hardly visible. 
Results adapted from Ref. [45,83 ] correspond to the same model and temperature as the 
two preceding figures. 
forces. The rudimentary assessment of the first order perturbation so 
achieved is sufficient to transform a dull monotonic equation of state 
into a van der Waals isotherm exhibiting fluid coexistence [57], 
Similarly, the most significant feature of the van der Waals interac-
tions of an adsorbed fluid is the long range potential V(z) = — ^ - z - 3 
that attracts the fluid molecules towards the substrate [5], producing an 
external field contribution to the interface potential which is given by: 
SvW = H \P*{Sl)-Prt{Sl = ")]V(z)dz (37) 
where dw is the distance of closest approach to the substrate. Since, 
according to Eq. (33), the structure of the liquid film is hardly affected 
by the external field, it suffices to consider a simple step like film profile 
in order to assess the leading order contribution of the long-range interac-
tions to the interface potential: 
p w f ( Z ; / ) = p , - A p l v W ( z - f ) (38) 
where Apiv = Pi — pv and H{z) is the Heaviside function. Substitution of 
this profile into Eq. (37) readily yields the familiar Hamaker long-range 
interaction of an adsorbed film: 
gvW 1271 (39) 
2.4. Short range versus long range forces 
In this chapter, we have seen how Density Functional Theory may 
provide accurate and analytic results for density profiles of inhomoge-
neous fluids. It is also pleasing to see that all such results, whether the 
shape of the liquid-vapor interface, the density profile of a liquid in 
the neighborhood of a substrate, or the structure of an adsorbed liquid 
film, are obtained within a consistent and unified framework based on 
a single apparently general result, namely, Eq. (9). 
The density profiles for adsorbed films that are provided via Eq. (35), 
may be replaced back into the underlying density functional in order to 
obtain accurate estimates of the film's free energy. Particularly, one can 
obtain from the free energy functional the interface potential, i.e., the 
free energy of an adsorbed film of height (., measured relative to the free 
energy of an infinitely thick film. To leading order, this is given by [71,78]: 
M •• -Al cos(kJ + 9w)e "°*+A2e~ 
where A^ andj42 are positive constants. Unfortunately, this model applies 
for strictly short-range forces. This also includes the wall-fluid interac-
tions, which are considered in this expression as a contact potential of vir-
tually zero range. 
In practice, however, most fluids are subject to power-law interac-
tions that will decay as r~ 6 or even slower [5]. What is the status of 
our results then? Simple analytical expressions for long-range fluids 
are extremely difficult to obtain already for van der Waals interactions. 
Fortunately, one can still work out their asymptotic decay [61,84,85], 
For example, the tails of the liquid-vapor interface decay exponentially 
fast for the short-range fluids considered here, while they should decay 
rather as z~ 3 in a van der Waals fluid [61 ]. 
Despite the omission of these fine details, the gross features of 
the interfacial structure are not expected to change significantly. 
Indeed, one can hardly expect that the neglect of power-law tails of the 
fluid-fluid pair potential will upset the packing effects that are observed 
at the wall-liquid interface; nor the fact that the interfacial width of the 
liquid-vapor interface decays in the scale of the correlation length. 
These coarse structural details are many times all what is needed to 
describe the most relevant phenomenology. For example, in the ther-
modynamic perturbation theory of the liquid-state, it suffices to provide 
the most crude approximation for the structure of a hard sphere refer-
ence fluid in order to qualitatively account for the role of dispersion 
where Hw = ew Apiv is the Hamaker constant [5]. Comparing the long-
range decay of the above equation with the exponential decay expected 
from Eq. (36), one concludes that the signature of short-range structural 
forces in the interface potential will be essentially washed-out by the 
van der Waals interactions, as noted previously [71], 
Obviously, a more accurate expression is obtained if we use Eq. (35) 
for the film profile. Unfortunately, the resulting integral does not have a 
primitive that will provide us with much insight. It is more convenient 
to consider a superposition approximation, but still using the step-like 
model for the liquid-vapor interface, such that: 
Pwf(z ;£) = [1 +hw l(z)][p,-Ap l vW(z-/)] . (40) 
Rather than trying to solve forgvM. which is also quite unpleasant, 
we consider the disjoining pressure, which may be obtained from g vas: 
(36) flvV) d£ - J I V ^ de (41) 
whence, by virtue of the second equality, the Heaviside step function 
is transformed into a Dirac function and projects the integrand out, 
yielding: 
nv(£) = [i+Kll(e)]^r3. (42) 
It follows that, apart from the well known leading order contribution 
to the disjoining pressure for long-range fluids, our mean field calcula-
tions provide an additional oscillatory contribution with a fast decay of 
order e~b°l/£3. It is also worth noticing that, as successive derivatives of 
the interface potential are performed, the decay of van der Waals tails be-
comes steeper, whereas that of short range forces (cf. Eq. (36)) remains of 
the same range. Accordingly, it could be possible to find a crossover from 
long-range to short-range dominated interactions in either TJ{£) or its de-
rivatives. This has been considered as a possible hypothesis for the expla-
nation of experimental findings that we will discuss later [86,87], 
Fig. 5 shows computer simulation results for the interface potential 
of argon adsorbed on a solid substrate close to the wetting temperature 
[53]. The interface potential presents a minimum corresponding to 
metastable equilibrium thin films, and a long-range monotonic decay 
which, as shown in the figure, may be nicely described from the expected 
power law of Eq. (39). The disjoining pressure may be calculated from 
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Fig. 5. Interface potential (squares) and disjoining pressure (circles) of a model of argon 
adsorbed on solid carbon dioxide. The dashed lines are a guide to the eye, while the full 
monotonic lines depict the power law decay expected from the step density model with 
van der Waals forces. 
Results adapted from Ref. [45,53], correspond to the same model and temperature as the 
three preceding figures. 
g{£) by derivation and is also shown in Fig. 5. Upon numerical deriva-
tion, the highly accurate data for g{£) reveals oscillatory behavior 
completely washed out in the interface potential. Such oscillatory 
behavior is the result of the layered structure of the adsorbed films 
(cf. Fig. 4). The figure shows that the oscillations are superimposed on 
the expected leading order monotonic decay of £~3, as suggested from 
Eq. (42). 
The almost quantitative description of the density profiles afforded 
by Eq. (35), and the qualitative description of the interface potential 
and disjoining pressure afforded by Eqs. (39) and (42), are a pleasing 
accomplishment of liquid state theory. If, however, we attempted to 
describe the oscillations exhibited by the disjoining pressure from the 
known correlation function hw{, as suggested by Eq. (42) we would 
find predicted oscillations with amplitudes that are far too large. 
Why are the results of simulation so much smoothed relative to the 
theoretical expectations of liquid state theory will be discussed in the 
next section. 
3. Classical capillary wave theory 
In the previous section we have seen that Density Functional Theory 
provides a consistent and unified framework for the description of a 
purely flat interface, where the density profile is only a function of the 
perpendicular direction, z. Not unexpectedly, we have found that the 
structural properties of the interface, as well as the interface potential 
and disjoining pressure are intrinsic properties of the fluid, i.e.: they 
only depend on the fluid's structural properties and on the intensive 
thermodynamic fields (temperature and chemical potential). 
In practice, however, one can hardly expect the dividing surface of a 
film to remain flat at finite temperature. Rather, it is expected that ther-
mal fluctuations will deform the interface, such that it becomes rough 
and accordingly the film profile deviates from its average value. Such 
capillary waves may be described in terms of the Monge representation, 
where the film thickness above a point x on a reference plane is given as 
a smooth function £{x) (cf. Fig. 6). Obviously, this description ignores 
overhangs and bubbles but should be quite reliable away from the 
bulk critical point. Fluctuations of £{x) away from the average increase 
the entropy of the interface, but are at the cost of increasing the surface 
area. Furthermore, whether the film is adsorbed on a substrate, or 
subject to the effect of gravity, it will feel an external field that restricts 
the fluctuations of £{x) via the interface potential g{£). This physical 
situation clearly calls for a description in terms of the Interfacial 
Hamiltonian described in the introduction, Eq. (1). In this context, we 
will also refer to IHM, as the capillary wave Hamiltonian, CWH. 
Fig. 6. Sketch of the rough interface of an adsorbed film subject to an external held. For 
each point x on the plane of the substrate, a film height £(x) is defined, and a local free 
energy calculated as g(t(x) )dx 
In order to avoid confusion between the rough interface profile, £{x), 
and its thermal average, denoted if in the previous section, we will 
usually refer to £{x) as X (for sinusoidal interface). In some instances, 
we will also use the label n (short for planar) in order to stress the 
difference between properties of a rough interface and those of an 
assumed planar interface. 
3.1. Capillary wave spectrum 
Let us now consider to what extent do thermal capillary waves 
modify the structure of the interface as described in the previous 
section. As we will show, the consequences are actually very important, 
already at the lowest order of approximation. 
First, we consider the limit of small gradients, (V/)2 <K 1. This 
allows us to get rid of the unpleasant square root, and write: 
HH = Jdx{gWx))+l74V/(x)] : (43) 
where, as explained above, X is a shorthand for the functional depen-
dence of £{x). Despite the apparently very different physics, the capil-
lary wave Hamiltonian is formally identical to the square gradient 
functional (cf. Eq. (16)), with £{x) playing the role of p(r) and y„ the 
role of C Relating p(r) with £{x) allows us to transform the gradient 
of densities into a gradient of £{x) and identify the Square Gradient 
Functional with H[X] [37,34] to leading order, as we shall see in 
Section 5. 
In order to proceed, we expand the integrand in small deviations 
away from the average film height. Defining 6£(x) = £{x) — £, and 
performing a Taylor series of g{£) leads to: 
H[X] = \dx(g(£)
 +g(£)d£ + \g(£)d£2 +UjV£(x)f (44) 
It is now convenient to describe the film height fluctuations in terms 
of Fourier modes, 6£q, as follows: 
S/(x) = £«qe i q 'X ' 
q 
(45) 
Plugging this result back into Eq. (44), followed by some rearrange-
ments, then yields: 
H[X]=Ag(£) + \dx g'(£)Y,S£qeiqX+ 
E E f e ' W + T . I ' q ' j S ^ e 1 
1 q 
(q-m')-i 
(46) 
where A is the surface area of the flat interface. The integral 
overexp(i'q • x) \sA 6q0, while that over exp[i(q + q') • x] is likewise 
A 6q_q', with Sq q , Kronecker's delta [88]. Furthermore, we take into 
account that by definition, S/(x) describes fluctuations about the aver-
age film height, so that the zero wave vector mode S/q = 0 is null. 
With this in mind, we can now integrate Eq. (46), to obtain: 
H[X] = 4 g M + ^ £ [ g ' M + y.q2]|«q|2j. (47) 
This result provides us with the free energy of a frozen realization of 
the interfacial roughness. We can define the probability of such realiza-
tion with the usual Boltzmann weight: 
P(X)=^ (48) 
where Z^, the partition function, is now a sum over all possible capillary 
wave realizations. In terms of the capillary wave modes, this can be 
written as: 
4w = JndV~'3H[21- (49) 
Since H is given in terms of independent additive Fourier mode 
contributions, it can be factored into a product of simple integrals 
as in the case of the partition function of an ideal gas, so that we can 
write: 
Zcw = e-W<>n Jd^e-^'WWIK11. (50) 
q 
Taking into account that |S/q|2 is actually the complex squared 
modulus of dlq, it follows that the integral is of Gaussian form. Despite 
some subtleties related to integration in the complex plane [89,88], it 
satisfies the equipartition theorem. Considering |8/q |2 to play the role 
of squared velocity and A[g"(£) + y»q2] the role of mass, we can then 
write: 
A<6£a6£_a> = „ keT 7 (51) 
q q
 «W + )4 2 
where the angle brackets denote a thermal average. 
This result states that the mean squared amplitude of the Fourier 
modes decreases as the square of the in-plane wave vector increases. 
Such expectation has been confirmed in a great number of computer 
simulation studies for the special cases of free-interfaces, i.e., in the ab-
sence of external fields, whence g"{£) = 0. In this simple case, one can 
arrange Eq. (51) as: 
—r^—^ = J3Y- (52) 
It follows that a plot of the left hand side as a function of q2 is a 
constant equal to the surface tension. In practice, for the small systems 
that are usually considered in computer simulation studies, it is difficult 
to achieve the regime where Eq. (52) is actually constant, but the results 
may be safely extrapolated to q = 0 and provide good estimates of the 
surface tension [90-93] or even the stiffness of solid-fluid interfaces 
above the roughening transition [94-96], 
For the large q regime that is achievable in simulations, it is found 
that the left hand side of Eq. (52) provides a phenomenological defini-
tion for a wave vector dependent surface tension y(q), describing the 
deviations of <|6^ q|2> 1 from the expected low q regime of j3y„ [85,49], 
From theoretical considerations, it is known that the linear term in 
y(q) is absent, so that, to lowest order, one can write [85,97]: 
y(q) = 7~ + *q2 (53) 
where K is known as the bending rigidity. 
Fig. 7 shows a plot of the left hand side of Eq. (52), as a function of q2, 
as obtained for a liquid-vapor interface of a Lennard-Jones model of 
argon. Since the definition of the interface down to atomic length scales 
has some degree of arbitrariness (this will be discussed at length in 
Section 4.1), the spectrum depends on the actual criteria that are 
employed to locate it. Results for three different choices of the interface 
position are presented in the figure. Whereas all such choices yield 
different results, it is clear that 1) all the spectra extrapolate to the 
same q = 0 value, coincident with the liquid-vapor surface tension 
obtained independently and indicated in the figure with an arrow and 
2), in a regime of long wave-vectors up to about q = 2 inverse molecu-
lar diameters, a clearly linear behavior is found consistent with Eq. (53). 
Two important considerations are worth mentioning at this stage: 
1) Exactly how the square gradient coefficient of the CWH, y„ is related 
to the actual liquid-vapor surface tension has been the matter of 
debate for a long time (see an interesting review by Gelfand and 
Fisher for further details on this issue [98]). In the original formula-
tion of Buff, Stillinger and Lovett [28], y„ was considered an effective 
free energy, smaller than the experimental tension by terms of order 
qmax, with qmax an upper cutoff wave-vector. However, ample 
theoretical and simulation evidence has gathered favoring the inter-
pretation of y„ as the actual experimentally accessible liquid-vapor 
surface tension [99,100,92,101], or at least, as a finite system size 
approximation [89,102,98]. The explicit form of the finite size 
dependence is also a matter of debate, but simulation results suggest 
that the dependence is weak [103-105]. For this reason, in what 
follows we will refer to y„ as the macroscopic liquid-vapor surface 
tension. Rather, anticipating results of Section 5, we employ the 
sub-index, in order to stress we refer here to the surface tension in 
the absence of an external field, i.e. at infinite distance away from 
the field. 
2) Intuitively, a positive slope of the phenomenological y(q) is in prin-
ciple expected, since, a negative slope would imply apparently 
unphysical diverging low wavelength interfacial fluctuations. 
However, it has been suggested that fluids with van der Waals 
interactions have a negative effective bending rigidity, with y(q) 
exhibiting a minimum at finite q and then increasing as expected 
for large q [85]. This hypothesis, which has been supported by 
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Fig. 7. Plot of the effective wave-vector dependent surface tension (left hand side of 
Eq. (52)). Results are displayed for the liquid-vapor interface of a Lennard-Jones model 
of argon close to the triple point. The symbols are simulation data obtained for three 
different choices of the interface position, and the lines are a guide to the eye. The arrow 
indicates independent results for the liquid-vapor surface tension [53]. 
The model and temperature are as studied in Ref. [45], employed in Figs. 2-5 and described 
in more detail in Section 4.3. 
experiments [49], is however still to date subject to some reserva-
tions [106-108]. Clearly, the results of Fig. 7 illustrate the difficulties 
of defining unambiguously a bending rigidity, since it depends on 
the somewhat arbitrary procedure employed for the precise location 
of the interface [106,109]. 
3.2. The interfacial roughness 
Unfortunately, except for very few instances [49] and some reserva-
tions [107], grazing X-ray scattering studies do not provide the 
resolution that is required to test the full capillary wave spectrum, 
i.e., Eq. (51) (cf. refs. [108] and [110] for reviews on X-ray scattering 
studies of surfaces). Rather, it is the interfacial roughness A^, = (6£2) 
that is usually measured, whether one considers the free fluid interface 
[111-113], or that of adsorbed films [114,48,115,116]. 
Using Plancherel's theorem, it is possible to relate the lateral average 
of 6£2 with that of 6/q • fi£_ q, so that the roughness may be determined 
by summation of the thermally averaged squared Fourier modes as: 
8£„ • 8£_ (54) 
Considering the transformation IZq^^j jdqxdqy we can evaluate 
the interfacial roughness as the integral of Eq. (51): 
AL = k£ 
2TT 
qdq (55) 
where, by virtue of the isotropy of the interface in the transverse 
direction, we have transformed dqxdqy into 2rrqdq. The lower bound of 
the integral qmin = 2n/L is given by the finite system size of the simula-
tion, or by the experimental setup. Unfortunately, the integral does not 
converge, and an ad hoc maximum wave-vector cutoff qmax has to be 
introduced. This is not always a problem in experimental studies, 
since the maximal wave-vector can be identified with an instrumental 
cutoff related to the maximal momentum transfer, but does become 
an unpleasant problem in simulation studies, where the resolution 
goes down to the atomic scale. In practice, one assumes qmax = 271/ 
•Vmn. with \ m i n an empirical parameter which has been interpreted 
either as an atomic length scale [113], or the bulk correlation length 
[89,117]. The difference is of little consequence at low temperature, 
but should be a matter of concern as the critical point is approached. 
Performing the integral, Eq. (55), we obtain finally the capillary-
wave-induced interfacial roughness: 
k„T In 1+^L 
where the relevant length scale here: 
(56) 
(57) 
is known as the parallel correlation length and dictates the range of 
capillary wave fluctuations in the transverse direction [55,54]. For 
liquid-vapor interfaces under gravity, £„ may be immediately identified 
with the capillary length, a. For films adsorbed on a substrate, it is also 
sometimes known as the healing distance [30], and dictates the ability 
of a liquid film to match the roughness of the underlying substrate 
[21,47,30]. On the other hand, A^, is also sometimes known as the 
perpendicular correlation length, and written alternatively as £±. 
Table 1 provides a list of parallel and perpendicular correlation lengths 
for different important intermolecular forces acting on the liquid-
vapor interface. 
The above result is of experimental relevance in two limiting cases. 
Table 1 
Table of interface potentials, g(t) and parallel correlation lengths, § for common external 
fields acting on an interface. The last row indicates the leading order dependence of the 
capillary roughness, A2W tha t results. L denotes system size lateral dimensions. D is the 
amplitude of short range forces, and has dimensions of energy per unit area. W h e n 1/6 
is identified wi th t he Debye screening length, t he results may describe interactions 
arising from the electric double layer. Hw is the Hamaker constant. imApGf2, wi th G the 
acceleration of gravity, is the squared capillary length. 
External field 
System size Short range van der Waals Gravity 
§ 
A2 
» L 2 
InL 
Dexp(-bi) 
^exp(bt) 
e 
?sr2 
M 
\mhpa2  
ina 
32.1. Weak fields 
For very weak external fields, the parallel correlation length 
becomes very large, and may actually achieve values much larger than 
the lateral system size. In this case, £B qmin » 1 and the capillary wave 
roughness becomes: 
\2 =J^Lln^ 
A
™ 2717 - q n 
(58) 
This result implies a logarithmic dependence on system size, L, or 
experimental lower cutoff \m i n which has been fully confirmed. The 
most natural way to study this limit is a computer simulation study, 
where one can prepare a liquid slab inside a simulation cell at zero 
field. In practice, however, the capillary length for essentially all liquids 
is so much larger than the upper wavelength cutoff afforded with 
scattering techniques that also ordinary fluid interfaces under the 
effect of gravity are in this limit. Indeed, both computer simulations 
[118,119,101,120] and experimental studies [111,121,48] agree as to 
the logarithmic dependence of the interfacial roughness, and confirm 
that the slope of A™ as a function of/nqmin yields a reliable estimate 
of the surface tension [118,119,101,122,123,120,96], 
3.2.2. Strong fields 
If, on the other hand, the interface is subject to a strong field, as is the 
case for a thin adsorbed film subject to a disjoining pressure, the parallel 
correlation length is small but §nqmax usually remains much larger than 
unity. In most practical realizations, however §nqmin <K 1 and, as a result 
the roughness is no longer system size dependent: 
, kBT 
2nyx ln(€ll<Jmax)-
(59) 
In this equation, £B plays a similar role as q^n in the weak field limit. 
Also in this case, there is a large amount of evidence strongly in favor of 
a logarithmic dependence of A™ on £„. In most practical realization, the 
adsorbed liquid film is subject to van der Waals forces, so that the 
liquid-vapor interface is bound by an interface potential g(£) oc £~2, 
As a result, the interfacial roughness exhibits a logarithmic dependence 
on the film thickness (cf. Table 1), and a fit to the experimental data 
actually provides reasonable estimates of the Hamaker constant 
[47,48,124,115,116]. An even more striking confirmation of this result 
is afforded in systems where the Hamaker constant is very small. In 
such cases, the dominant contribution stems from short range forces. 
The interface potential is now of the form, g{£) oc e~l, so that the capil-
lary wave roughness grows as the square root of the film thickness in-
creases, as illustrated in Table 1 [125,126,123], 
Despite this amount of experimental evidence, the situation of 
Eq. (56) seems far less satisfactory in the strong field limit than it is 
for the weak field limit. Indeed, many studies report a capillary rough-
ness that is either too large [116] or too small [115] relative to expecta-
tions from Eq. (59), while other studies find the logarithmic prefactor 
incompatible with the known interfacial tension [115,48]. In some in-
stances, these discrepancies have been attributed to a possible cross-
over from long-range (£„ oc f~4) to short-range forces (£„ oc exp( — £)) 
[86,87]; while in others it has been suggested the need to somehow 
incorporate a film-thick-dependent interfacial tension [86,115]. Be 
as it may, the long wavelength dependence of Eq. (56) is essentially 
uncontested and remains to date the framework for experimental 
analysis. 
As a final comment, it is worth mentioning that considering explicitly 
the wave-vector dependent surface tension as dictated by Eq. (53) into 
the capillary spectrum of Eq. (51), would in principle allow us to elimi-
nate the need for an empirical upper wave-vector cutoff. Indeed, the 
Fourier amplitudes are then given by: 
Mse„ 
kBT 
(£) + 7-<r + m 
(60) 
For positive /-cat least, the integral now converges and needs not the 
upper cutoff [110,97,108]. Unfortunately, the resulting expression, 
which is far less convenient, has been seldom employed [110,127,128], 
3.3. Intrinsic and capillary wave broadened profiles 
interface, the averaged density p{z;X) cannot possibly be equal to the 
intrinsic density profile, but rather is: 
P&2) -Pn(z)+lPn(z)(8e(x)2) (62) 
Since, for reasons of symmetry, the probability of exhibiting transla-
tions to the left or to the right must be equal for a free interface, we 
expect a Gaussian distribution for £{x), with width equal to (£(x)2). 
Whence, alternatively to the series representation of Eq. (62), we can 
write the effect of the interface translations by means of a convolution, 
as follows [99,130,102,131]: 
p(z) = \Pn(z-e)P(e)d£ (63) 
where P(£) is the probability density for the interface displacements. 
The theoretical expectation of a Gaussian distribution of width Acw 
has been convincingly confirmed in numerous computer simulation 
studies [131,123,101], so that we can safely assume [99,130]: 
P(8£) = - 1 
/2nA2ON 
(64) 
The prediction of large perpendicular interfacial fluctuations A™ for 
a liquid-vapor interface poses a serious challenge to the traditional 
view of a well defined, intrinsic density profile, say, pn{z), as described 
in Section 2. According to the picture that emerges from Eq. (56), the 
liquid-vapor interface of a substance on earth exhibits almost unbound 
perpendicular fluctuations up to the capillary length, which, for a fluid 
such as water at ambient temperature is on the mm length scale. This 
implies that a fixed point z say a urn away from the equimolar dividing 
surface, is found alternatively within the liquid or vapor phases, such 
that its average density is simply halfway between pi and pv. A pessi-
mistic interpretation of this result is that, in the absence of the gravita-
tional field the liquid-vapor interface cannot possibly exist in the 
thermodynamic limit. This view relies too heavily on the significance 
of averages, particularly those collected over an infinite period of time 
(an analogous interpretation would imply that Brownian particles do 
not move, because their average position is zero, whereas we know 
that the most likely event is that each such particle in a sample would 
have moved away from the original position as y/i). In practice, the 
relaxation dynamics of the capillary waves is also very slow [129] and 
there is no problem in identifying the interface over long but finite 
periods. Furthermore, it has been shown that the intrinsic density pro-
file is always recognizable at the scale of the bulk correlation length, 
provided it is measured relative to the instantaneous interface position 
[99]. 
For small systems, however, even a small observation time as is 
usually afforded in computer simulations or X-ray scattering experi-
ments produces an averaged density profile which exhibits the finger-
prints of capillary wave broadening. The connection between the 
average density profile that can be actually measured and the underly-
ing intrinsic density profile relevant to length-scales below the bulk cor-
relation length may be performed by means of a convolution 
[99,130,102,131 ], as we shall soon see. First, however, consider the pic-
ture that emerges from the capillary wave theory: a local displacement 
of the interface about its average, d£(x), translates the whole density 
profile by exactly that amount, such that the instantaneous density be-
comes pn(z — 6£). To see how this changes the measured average den-
sity, let us Taylor expand the translated profile about z: 
Fig. 8 displays the probability distribution of the local interface 
position for the liquid-vapor interface of a Lennard-Jones like argon 
model at moderate temperature. The results are given for systems 
with increasing lateral system size and clearly show that the probability 
distribution is Gaussian, becoming flatter as the lateral area increases. 
The role of capillary roughening is perhaps best illustrated using the 
most crude possible description for the intrinsic profile, i.e., a simple 
step function of the form: 
P,T(Z) = n (P/+ Pv) - n (P/-Pv) (2«(z) - 1 ) (65) 
with H{z) the Heaviside function. The convolution of Eq. (64) trans-
forms the discontinuous step-like density profile into a smooth error 
function of width V2 AOT [130]: 
1 1 I z 
P(z) = 2 ( p ' + P v ) ~ 2 ( P ' ~ P v ) E r f [ V l X (66) 
p(r ; X) = pn(z)-pn(z)b£(x) + \Pn(z)d£(x)2. (61) 
Performing now a lateral average, the linear term in S£(x) vanishes, 
but the quadratic term does not. It is then apparent that, for a fluctuating 
Fig. 8. Probability distribution of local film thickness of a liquid-vapor interface at moderate 
temperature as described by the Lennard-Jones model of argon. Results are depicted for 
system sizes with lateral area of 100 (black), 200 (red), 300 (green) and 400 (blue) squared 
molecular diameters, kBT = 0.90E. Symbols are results from simulation, while the lines are 
Gaussian fits. 
Results from Ref. [132] at kBT = 0.90E, cf. Section 4.3 for more details on the model. 
It is a remarkable achievement of mathematical physics to show that, 
for the free interface of a two dimensional Ising model, Eq. (66), with 
Acw given by Eq. (58), follows exactly from the underlying microscopic 
Hamiltonian [100,133]. 
According to the above equation, in the weak field limit, where 
A™ x InL, the averaged profile becomes completely smoothed out for 
L —> oo. For finite system sizes, the effect is also apparent and measur-
able. Fig. 9 displays density profiles for adsorbed films of the Lennard-
Jones argon model above the wetting transition for several system 
sizes. The film is stratified as is usual for atomic fluids (inset), but a 
closer look clearly shows how the liquid-vapor interface decays over 
larger and larger length scales as the lateral system size is increased. 
The broadening of the density profile may be measured and tested 
against expectations from Eq. (56), providing an independent means 
of estimating the surface tension [ 118,119,101,122,134,123,120,96], 
Actually, the result of Eq. (66) serves as starting point for the 
analysis of most experimental studies on capillary waves [108,111, 
112,114,113,124,48,110,115,116,121,127,87]. Low grazing beams on a 
surface produce scattering intensities which probe the density profile 
along a direction perpendicular to the interface. For the simple case of 
a single moderately rough interface, the reflectivity is given by 
[108,114,115]: 
R(Q)oc Jdz d(P) JQz Az (67) 
where Q_is a scattering vector. Using Eq. (66) into the scattering formula, 
it is found that the capillary waves result in a Debye-Waller like atten-
uation factor for the reflectivity: [108,113,124,122]: 
R(Q_) cc e -QA„ (68) 
Accordingly, a plot of lnR(Q_) against Q2 provides a straight line with a 
slope equal to the capillary roughness. In practice, however, the intrinsic 
density profile is not an infinitely steep step function, but has its own 
intrinsic width. As a result, the interfacial width that is measured in scat-
tering experiments has both intrinsic and capillary wave contributions, 
p(z) 0.4 
z / o 
Fig. 9. Detailed view of the liquid-vapor density profile of an adsorbed Lennard-Jones fluid 
above the wetting transition. Results are given for systems with lateral area increasing 
from 100 to 400 squared molecular diameters, a, in the order black, red, green, blue. The 
inset displays the overall view of the density profile, where it becomes clear that the 
broadening only affects the liquid-vapor interface, but not the layered structure. 
Results from [132], the model is as that employed in [45] and described in Section 4.3, with 
an increased wall strength of EW = 143ED3 and a temperature of kBT = 0.90E. 
and one usually assumes that the actual measured roughness, say, Aexp 
is given by [113,124,115,116,127]: 
= A^ + A, (69) 
where Ai is attributed to the intrinsic density profile. This is not an all 
together convenient situation, since Aj cannot be measured indepen-
dently, so that it adds to the upper cutoff qmax yet another empirical 
parameter. Unfortunately, one cannot actually resolve A„ from the 
(nqmax contribution of Acw, and there are no other ways to distinguish 
from one another than plausible arguments. In principle, the situation 
could be remedied by assuming a reasonable intrinsic density profile, 
and performing the convolution of Eq. (63). In practice, however, the 
convolution cannot be obtained analytically, not even for the simple 
tanh(z) function, and only occasionally it is performed numerically 
[123,92,121,122]. For that reason, either the Erf or tanh functions are 
employed to fit the density broadened profiles, and Acw is obtained as 
a fitting parameter. There is however some evidence that the Erf profile 
is a better choice [119]. 
Surprisingly, the fact that the double-parabola model provides an 
analytic expression for the convolution has not been recognized. Indeed, 
plugging Eq. (22) intoEq. (63), and using Eq. (64), yields, for the broad-
ened density profile the following lengthy but convenient result: 
P(z)=Pstep(z)+Aps t r(Z) (70) 
where pstep(z) is the leading order broadening from the structure-less 
step model (Eq. (66)), and Apstr(z) is the additional contribution due 
to the intrinsic interfacial structure [64]: 
APstr(z) = lP | -Pv 2b, + bv 
-b,(z-i}>,A2„) Erfc 
/2A„ 
-bve M
Z+*A») Erfc z + fyAj 
/2A™ 
(71) 
Using this equation to fit the reflectivity data would allow to resolve 
the capillary wave roughness A ^ from the intrinsic structure, as well as 
to obtain an estimate of the bulk correlation lengths. One could then 
extract qmax meaningfully from Acw, and compare \ m i n = 2n/qmax 
with the bulk correlation lengths obtained from the fit. 
To sum-up, we have shown that thermal capillary waves consider-
ably modify the structure of the interface, conveying information on 
the whole system size into the otherwise intrinsic density profile. We 
have shown that the predictions of the classical capillary wave theory 
seem very well tested for interfaces subject to a weak field, but some 
discrepancies seem to arise for adsorbed films subject to relatively 
strong fields. Unfortunately, comparisons between theory and experi-
ment are not straightforward, because experimentally only the capillary 
roughness is usually accessible. A much more stringent test could be 
achieved if the whole capillary wave spectrum of adsorbed films is 
measured. Since X-ray measurements are still very difficult to achieve 
at the level of resolution that is sought, computer simulations would 
seem an ideal tool. In the next section we will review current state of 
the art methods for the computer simulation of the spectrum of 
adsorbed films. 
4. Computer simulations of the capillary wave spectrum of 
adsorbed films 
Computer simulations are an invaluable tool for the study of adsorp-
tion phenomena [15]. Certainly, they have provided great insight and a 
complementary perspective for the interpretation of different very 
relevant experimental and theoretical findings. As a notable example, 
we can mention studies on wetting and prewetting transitions 
[135-138] which parallel the first few experimental reports [139,140] 
performed some years after the theoretical predictions [69]. Countless 
other examples could be mentioned, but we will narrow this broad 
area and focus merely on the study of capillary wave fluctuations of 
adsorbed films. 
It is surprising to see that, despite the great number of studies on 
capillary waves of free interfaces, only a few have been performed for 
the case of adsorbed films. Similar to experimental realizations, most 
of such studies have focused on the analysis of capillary wave broaden-
ing. The findings reported clearly indicate an interfacial roughness qual-
itatively in agreement with Eq. (59), both as regards the expected 
decrease with increasing field strength and the predicted increase 
with system size. However, a full quantitative agreement has not been 
obtained, even though one has at hand both the upper wave-vector cut-
off, qmax, and the intrinsic interfacial roughness A„as fitting parameters. 
Of particular interest is reference [86], where a liquid-liquid interface of 
immiscible polymer phases subject to van der Waals forces was studied. 
In this paper, it was indicated that the simulation results could be only 
described if either, i) a film thick dependent interfacial width A„, or 
ii) a film-thick dependent surface tension was incorporated into the 
classical theory. Interestingly, these observations are in agreement 
with experimental findings on a related system [115], 
These studies notwithstanding, a detailed analysis of the full capil-
lary wave spectrum of adsorbed films has not been performed until 
very recently [50,51,45]. This provides a very stringent test of the classi-
cal theory, but requires dealing with two important difficulties before 
the problem can be successfully tackled. Firstly, one needs to carefully 
implement a practical methodology for defining the film profile that is 
sufficiently robust to work also as the film thins. Secondly, it is required 
to have adequate simulation techniques to asses independently the 
main properties that are provided by the capillary wave spectrum, 
namely, the interface potential and the surface tension. Let us now 
address each of these issues briefly. 
4.1. Characterization of film profiles 
Despite that the concept of "surface" is intuitive and familiar, the 
mathematical problem of defining an interface from atomic scale data 
is surprisingly difficult and subject to arbitrariness. The problem is 
that our intuition relies on the description of surfaces at large wave-
lengths, where the continuity of such objects is not an issue. In 
molecular simulations, however, one deals with sets of atomic positions, 
so that the data available is essentially discrete. Thus, the only possible 
way out is to define a set of criteria which will allow us to determine 
a smooth function £(x) from the discrete atomic positions 
[131,123,141,94,142,95,120]. 
The selected criteria should provide a mathematical surface, £(x), 
that allows, on the one hand, to calculate a capillary wave spectrum 
for comparison with Eq. (51), and on the other hand, to resolve the 
intrinsic density profile pn{z) from the capillary wave fluctuations. 
An apparently very simple procedure rooted on surface thermody-
namics is to divide the system into a set of n elongated prisms of square 
basis and fixed lateral areaA/n [123,86,92]. For prism i one calculates the 
lateral average density p;(z) and defines the interfacial height/, as the 
corresponding equimolar dividing surface: 
ei=^-J[pi(z)-Pv]dz (72) 
where. This approach is simple to implement, has a thermodynamic 
basis and only one arbitrary parameter, namely, the area of the prism's 
basis. In principle, choosing a small lateral area one would achieve a 
high resolution of the fluid interface, while simultaneously suppressing 
the capillary wave fluctuations. Unfortunately, decreasing the lateral 
area is at the cost of increasing the bulk fluctuations within the prism's 
volume, which are of the order fipKVf1, with Vt the prism volume. As a 
result, the local dividing surfaces £( pick up bulk like perpendicular 
fluctuations that are unrelated to the interface position [92]. The side ef-
fects of this coupling are that 1) a meaningful intrinsic density profile 
cannot be extracted [141], and 2) the spectrum of fluctuations at high 
wave-vectors becomes strongly coupled to the bulk structure factor 
[101]. Despite these shortcomings, the surface tension can be still reli-
ably extracted from the spectrum, because it is obtained in the limit of 
small wave-vectors where the finer details of the selected surface 
become irrelevant. 
In order to obtain a more meaningful description of the interface, it is 
required to abandon the dividing surface criterion and precisely 
pinpoint which atoms actually lie on the interface. This task is very 
much facilitated when one studies interfaces of strongly immiscible 
fluids [131,122,120]. In such cases, locating the highest molecules of 
the bottom phase and the lowest molecules of the top phase immedi-
ately allows us to define the surface with little complications 
[131,122,120]. For pure fluids, however, surface atoms cannot be deter-
mined right away on the basis of their perpendicular position, z. Rather, 
one needs to apply some additional criteria to distinguish atoms of one 
phase from atoms of the other. For a liquid-vapor system, this may be 
achieved by merely counting the number of neighbors of each atom, 
and attributing liquid-like character to those with sufficiently close 
neighbors. For solid-liquid interfaces, with large coordination number 
in both phases, more sophisticated criteria are required [94-96]. Be as 
it may, once the atoms are labeled as belonging to one phase or the 
other, the interface position can be estimated as for the strongly segre-
gated mixtures, using a simple height criterion. 
This procedure can be further refined using a Fourier description of 
the surface as in Eq. (45) [143,141,144]. Here, the height criterion is 
chosen for the purpose of selecting a few roughly equally space 
"pivot" atoms. Then, Fourier components are determined in such a 
way as to provide a surface with minimal area going across the selected 
atoms. Molecules close enough to this initial surface are incorporated 
into the set of surface-pivots, and the procedure is iterated until a 
prescribed number of pivots is achieved. In this way, the interfaces 
that are generated consistently have a fixed surface density. This 
method is certainly much more time consuming than all others, and 
also demands large disk space. However, it does indeed provide a capil-
lary wave spectrum with the expected monotonic increase, as well as 
highly structured intrinsic density profiles with oscillatory behavior 
[143,141,144-146]. 
4.2. Calculation of interface potentials 
The interface potentials or the related disjoining pressure is the key 
property for understanding adsorption phenomena. Experimentally, 
disjoining pressures may be calculated using the captive bubble tech-
nique [147-149], or Scheludko's method [150,151]. Alternatively, one 
can estimate disjoining pressures indirectly by measuring the interfacial 
roughness as discussed previously [114,48,115,116], or via the analysis 
of dewetting patterns [152,153]. However, essentially all of these 
methods are limited to the study of relatively thick wetting films, and 
do not usually probe the regime of very thin films. 
Computer simulations offer the possibility to calculate interface 
potentials reliably from essentially zero adsorption to the regime of 
thick wetting films [154,155,52,53]. With some additional reservations, 
it even offers the possibility of extracting interface potentials in the 
range where adsorbed films are unstable. This issue is discussed at 
length in a recent review, and will not be pursued further here [52], 
The simulation setup that is usually employed consists of a tetrago-
nal box of dimensions Lx = Ly and Lz > Lx. A substrate is placed at both 
sides of the simulation box parallel to the x-y plane. Performing a 
grand canonical simulation at bulk coexistence, one fixes temperature, 
volume and chemical potential, \ic. In this way, a film consistent with 
the imposed thermodynamic conditions builds on the substrate. How-
ever, because of the finite system size of the simulation box, fluctuations 
away from the equilibrium state may be observed (and enhanced in a 
controlled manner when necessary [156,157,92,158,159]). This fact is 
exploited in our procedure in order to measure free energy differences. 
During the simulation, one simply monitors the probability Pip[N) of 
observing JV molecules inside the half of the simulation box closest to 
the studied substrate [154,155]. Accordingly, one can define the instan-
taneous adsorption akin to that substrate as: 
r ^ J V - l p A L y L z ) / ^ - (73) 
A surface free energy or effective interface potential of a film with 
adsorption f, or likewise, film thickness £ = r/(pt — pv), can then be 
estimated up to additive constants as: 
g,Sn = -^lnPy2(r). (74) 
L
x
Ly 
Alternatively, one can map the interface potential into the average 
film thickness £ that is attained during simulations at constant JV, and 
hence, transform g^(T) mtog^(£). In practice, at very low temperatures 
the vapor density is very low, the bulk fluctuations are small and £ as 
obtained from the criteria discussed above is quite close to that obtained 
trivially from the mass balance r = Ap]v £. 
This technique, which was first employed to study the wetting phase 
diagram of polymers adsorbed on a brush [154,155], has been hence-
forth exploited to great advantage by Errington and collaborators 
[160-162]. Indeed, once the interface potential has been calculated, it 
provides a wealth of information on the wetting properties of the 
selected system, including the order of the phase transition, the equilib-
rium adsorption, and the contact angle. Particularly, it should be 
stressed that knowledge of the interface potential at coexistence pro-
vides information on interface potentials at whatever other chemical 
potential, say \i, since one may be obtained from the other as a Legendre 
transformation: 
V(0=g„c(0+r(V-i"c)- (75) 
In this way, it is possible to map out the whole adsorption isotherm 
at the chosen temperature [155], 
4.3. Recent simulation studies of the capillary wave spectrum 
Very recently, we have performed a study of the capillary wave 
spectrum that has allowed us to make a thorough test of the classical 
capillary wave theory [45], 
The study was performed on a well known model of argon adsorbed 
on solid carbon dioxide (ArC02) that has been employed in several 
studies of the prewetting transition [136,137,163,158]. In this model, 
argon is described as a truncated Lennard-Jones fluid, with energy 
parameter e, molecular diameter a and cutoff distance Rc = 2.5a, 
while solid carbon dioxide is considered as an inert flat wall including 
a long range tail V(z) = —fjz-3 with ew = 65.56E03. The simulation is 
performed at the established wetting transition of kBTw = 0.60e 
[158,53]. 
This model has many desirable features that facilitate the analysis. 
Firstly, it exhibits a first order wetting transition occurring at very low 
temperatures, close to the triple point of the Lennard-Jones model 
[158]. Because of the low temperature, bulk fluctuations are small, and 
the interface can be identified with great accuracy using the Intrinsic 
Sampling Method of Chacon and Tarazona [141]. The Lennard-Jones 
fluid has truncated interactions, and is therefore short range. As 
discussed at length in Section 2, this allows us to exploit a number of 
analytical results of Liquid State Theory in order to describe the fluid's 
behavior. However, we still are mimicking at a reasonable degree of 
accuracy realistic systems, since the fluid is subject to a long-range 
potential resulting from the van der Waals interactions of the 
substrate's molecules. 
In our study, we simulated a large number of systems with average 
film thickness ranging from one to ten molecular diameters. For each 
configuration in a system, the Fourier components fq of the film height 
profile were calculated and the thermal average (|/q|2> was obtained. 
We then performed a fit of the form: 
= Sews + Tews a2 + Kcws Q4- ( 7 6 ) 
By comparing with expectations from the capillary wave theory, Eq. 
(60), the coefficients g[ws, Jews and K ^ , should provide estimates ofg", 
y„ and K, respectively. 
Fig. 10 shows the zero order coefficients g[ws as obtained from fits to 
the capillary wave spectrum (symbols). The results are compared to the 
second derivative of the interface potential described previously. The 
results indicate an excellent agreement between both independent 
estimates. Interestingly, the behavior is far from the asymptotic decay 
expected of the van der Waals forces, and rather, exhibits now a very 
strong oscillatory behavior that is revealing the layered structure of 
the adsorbed films that was apparent in the density profiles of Fig. 4. 
The second order coefficient of the film, y ^ is, according to classical 
capillary wave theory, equal to the liquid-vapor surface tension, y„, in 
all the range of film thickness. This expectation is tested in Fig. 11, 
where ycws is plotted as a function oft Clearly, we find that results for 
thick films provide an accurate estimate of the surface tension as 
obtained independently for a free liquid vapor interface, marked as a 
thick arrow on the figure. However, as the films get thinner, an oscilla-
tory behavior of y ^ becomes apparent. 
This behavior cannot possibly be explained in the framework of clas-
sical capillary wave theory, where the coefficient of the square gradient 
term is the liquid-vapor surface tension essentially by definition. The 
question is whether the interface potentials, or rather, the disjoining 
pressures that are actually measured experimentally are able to cope 
alone with all the film-height dependency required to describe the 
free energy of a rough interface as implied by the definition of the Inter-
face Hamiltonian Model. 
In the next section we will review recent theoretical work address-
ing this issue [45], 
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Fig. 10. Plot of the second derivative of the interface potential as obtained from the 
capillary wave spectrum (symbols) and by numerical derivation of the thermodynamic 
interface potential of Fig. 5 (full lines). The dashed lines are expectations from the 
Hamaker model of Eq. (39). 
Results adapted from Ref. [45], correspond to the same model and temperature as in Figs. 4 
and 5. 
Fig. 11. Plot of the film-height-dependent surface tension as obtained from the capillary 
wave spectrum of adsorbed films (symbols) of different heights. The lines are predictions 
from the model y„ — tgjl'{l.), with n'(£) as obtained from numerical derivatives of the 
disjoining pressure, Fig. 5. 
Results adapted from Ref. [45], correspond to the same model and temperature as in Figs. 4, 
5 and 10. 
5. An improved capillary wave theory 
Our simulation results of the capillary wave spectrum of adsorbed 
films confirm the expectations of the classical theory for thick films. 
However, the strong film-thick dependence of the surface tension that 
is observed for small £ clearly indicates room for improvement. 
Recently, we have suggested that a film-thick-dependent surface 
tension may be explained by considering distortions of the intrinsic 
density profile beyond the mere interfacial translations that are consid-
ered in the classical theory [45], 
The starting point is based on the seminal work of Fisher et al. on the 
nature of the short-range wetting transition [37,38]. These authors 
attempted to derive the coarse-grained CWH from an underlying micro-
scopic density functional of the square-gradient type. Their approach 
starts by seeking for a density profiles, p(x;X) that extremalizes the 
free energy functional subject to the constraint of a frozen capillary 
wave, £(x), henceforth denoted as X for short. The extremalized density 
profile, placed back into the underlying functional yields a formal 
expression for the free energy of the film of roughness X. This expres-
sion in then compared with the CWH, and the appropriate interface 
potential and surface tensions are identified. 
Accordingly, let us assume that an adsorbed liquid-film is frozen into 
a configuration of fixed roughness X, and let p(x;X) be the correspond-
ing average density. Within the double parabola approximation, seeking 
for a solution of p(x;X) amounts to solving the Helmholtz equation, 
Eq. (13), subject to the constraint X. 
The capillary waves impose weak transverse perturbations on the 
otherwise z dependent density profile. Therefore, we suggest an expan-
sion of p(x;X) in transverse Fourier modes as trial solution [164]: 
p ( r ; 5 ) = p . + ^Ap q (z ; q)e i q x (77) 
q 
where, as in Sections 2.1-2.3, p„ denotes the asymptotic bulk density, 
which is either, p( to the left of £(x) or pv to its right; while we will 
assume for the time being a symmetric fluid {bt = bv = b) for the 
sake of clarity. Later on, we will consider the more general solution 
that results when bt jt bv. 
Notice that this trial solution is of very general form. Particularly, 
being expressed in terms of Fourier coefficients, it suggests from the 
start that the density at a point r could depend, not just on the local 
properties at that point, but rather on the structure of the whole inter-
face. The need to account for such nonlocal effects, which is absent in 
the theory of Fisher and Jin, has been strongly advocated by Parry and 
collaborators [39,40,44]. 
It is also worth mentioning that an expansion of the density profile 
in Fourier modes was previously employed by van Leeuwen and 
Sengers in their study of interfaces under gravity as described by the 
Square-Gradient density functional [165]. Relative to that work, however, 
we describe the local free energy explicitly in the double parabola 
approximation. This simplification will allow us to proceed without 
any further important approximation and obtain results in closed 
form that provide a more transparent interpretation. 
Coming back to the solution of Eq. (77), we now apply the gradient 
operator twice on Ap(r;2), followed by substitution into Eq. (13). It is 
then found that the transverse Fourier modes are the solution of an 
ordinary second order differential equation: 
d2Apa(z) 2 3 
dzT -%*>*(.*) = £ Vq(z) (78) 
where Vq(z) are coefficients in a Fourier expansion of the external field, 
while bq is now a wave-vector dependent correlation length, promoting 
fast damping of small wavelength modes: 
b2q=bl + q2. (79) 
Clearly, Eq. (78) is formally equal to the equation for the indepen-
dent branches of the planar liquid-vapor interface that we discussed 
in Section 2.1, and actually becomes identical to Eq. (15) for the special 
case q = 0. Accordingly, the formal solution for the eigenfunctions, 
Apq(z) is very similar and poses no difficulties. However, applying the 
boundary conditions for the general case is here far more involved. 
Since the solutions of Eq. (78) for a structured adsorbed film that we 
are seeking is rather lengthy, and could obscure the generalities of the 
procedure, it will prove beneficial to consider first the capillary waves 
of a free liquid-vapor interface. 
5.1. Liquid-vapor interface 
For a liquid-vapor interface we can ignore the external field and 
obtain the eigenfunctions exactly as was done previously for the planar 
interface. Solving the homogeneous second order equation, followed by 
substitution of the Fourier modes Apq(z) into the trial solution, Eq. (77), 
we can write: 
Piv(r)=P. + E V ± V e i q X (8°) 
q 
with the understanding that the liquid branch is obtained by setting 
p„ = pi and + bqz as argument of the exponential; while the vapor 
branch corresponds to p„ = pv and — bqz in the exponential function 
(cf. Eq. (18)). Furthermore, owing to the piecewise structure of the dou-
ble parabola model, ± and =F signs will often appear in the expressions, 
and the understanding is that the top sign refers to the liquid branch, 
while the bottom sign corresponds to the vapor phase. 
In order to obtain the Fourier coefficients of the rough liquid-vapor 
interface, Aq, we evaluate p(r;X) at the boundary using the crossing 
criterion, such that the density at z = £(x) is fixed to some prescribed 
value pi/2. The result is: 
Pl/2=P~ + EVqWX))ei<1'X (81) 
q 
where, for the sake of clarity, we have introduced the function/q = e±bqZ, 
with plus sign for the liquid branch and minus sign for the vapor branch 
implied. 
In order to proceed, we make a Taylor expansion of the right hand 
side up to second order in powers of S/(x) = £{x) — £: 
APl/2 = E^qJ-fqW +/qW«(X) +y/qW6^(x)2}ei 2 I Jqx (82) 
where, as in Section 2.1, Ap1/2 = P1/2 — p». 
It is now convenient to collect the q ^ 0 coefficients, of which we 
retain terms up to linear order in d£(x); separately from the q = 0 
term of which we retain terms up to second order. We thus write: 
A P l / 2 = S 0 + S , 
with 
So = AJUOW +/OW«(X) +J/iW«W2 
and: 
S
9 = E^q{/qW+/qW^(X)}eiqX' 
(83) 
(84) 
(85) 
In order to obtain a relation for the coefficients Aq ^ 0 we make a 
Fourier transform on both sides of Eq. (83), yielding: 
Ap1/2S(q) = A0 [f0(£)6(q) + /„(£)S£q] + £ V , ' (W(q - q ) (86) 
qVO 
where we have neglected the last term in both S0 and Sq. For q ^ 0, all 
terms with a Dirac delta vanish, and we are left with a relation between 
Aqand A0: 
VqM = -VoM«, ' (87) 
For the q = 0 term, we only need to make an unweighted lateral 
average on both sides of Eq. (83), which, retaining all terms in S0 and 
Sq, leads to the following equality: 
APl/2 =^{/oW+^/oWE6V^-ql +EVqW«-q ' (88) 
Here, we have invoked once more Plancherel's theorem in order to 
write the second term inside the brackets in terms of d£qd£- q. 
We can now eliminate the Aq coefficients of the above result using 
Eq. (87) and obtain a closed expression for A0 in terms of 6£q: 
API / 2 =A, /OM<{I+E 
q 
1/oM /oM/qM 
2/oW ZoW/qW 6£qS£_q 
(89) 
Using the results of the last two paragraphs, we readily obtain the 
following expression for the coefficients of the series: 
A0=Ap1/2fo\£)h-J2 
-Aft 
1/oW ZoW/qW 
2/oW /oW/qW 
/oW 
, 2 / , ( « ) / , W 
(90) 
(91) 
We can now replace the coefficients back into Eq. (80), and obtain 
the sought equation for the liquid-vapor density profile of a rough 
interface: 
p(r;X) = Pn(z;£) +lAPl/2e±b{z-e>J2 W + Q2]«q«-q 
^bAp1/2J2e 
q 
±bJz-l) 8£qeiq* 
(92) 
where p„{z;£) here stands for the intrinsic density profile of a liquid-
vapor interface in the double parabola approximation, Eq. (20). This 
result already without any further elaboration provides us with a 
great deal of insight on how capillary-waves modify the structure of 
an interface. For the time being, we briefly mention here just a few: 
• The perturbed density profile p{r;X), has a leading order contribution 
equal to the intrinsic density profile of the planar interface. 
• To linear order in the perturbation, the capillary waves provoke an 
additional dependence on the transverse direction, x. Contrary to 
expectations from the classical theory, however, the decay of this 
perturbation is not merely given by the inverse correlation length, b. 
Rather, short wavelength perturbations decay at a faster, wave-vector 
dependent rate, bq. 
• To second order in the perturbation, the capillary waves result in an 
additional z dependent contribution to the density profile which is 
responsible for the capillary wave broadening. Following expectations 
from the classical theory, the broadening depends on the average 
squared amplitude of the capillary perturbation, Yl \S£q\2 (cf. 
Eq. (62)). However, as first noted in [45], there is an additional 
capillary wave broadening mechanism of order Y. \Q S£q\2 not 
included in the classical theory. 
We postpone further discussion of the implications to a later section, 
and consider now the density profile of an adsorbed film. 
5.2. Adsorbed films 
Having studied the case of a free liquid-vapor interface, let us now 
consider the role of capillary waves on the structure of an adsorbed 
film. Clearly, by definition the capillary waves propagate at the liquid-
vapor interface, so the question is, to what extent do they penetrate 
and distort the structure of the layered film. The results of Fig. 9, are 
quite revealing in this regard, and show that, despite the obvious broad-
ening of the density profile at the liquid-vapor interface, the layering 
structure of the adsorbed liquid remains essentially unchanged as the 
system size increases, exhibiting no sign of broadening what so ever. 
This suggests that we can employ the superposition approximation of 
Section 2.3, with all of the capillary wave effects lumped into the 
liquid-vapor density profile. Accordingly, we consider solutions of the 
form(cf. Eq. (34)): 
P(r;X) = [l+hwi(z)]Piv(r;X) (93) 
where, at this stage, p]v(r;X) adopts the general form for the solution of 
the Helmholtz equation, as given in Eq. (80). 
In order to look for the coefficients of the above equation, we employ 
again the crossing criterion, and set: 
Pl/2 = [1 + hwlMx))] X P- + E V 
q 
±V(x)e'q-x (94) 
Calculations are now much more lengthy than before, but proceed 
exactly in the same manner, i.e., a Taylor expansion in powers of 6£ is 
performed, the resulting expressions are Fourier transformed, and the 
set of linear equations is solved. We omit the lengthy details here and 
write the final solution, which can be given in compact form in terms 
of an intrinsic density profile and recovers the result for the liquid-
vapor interface (cf. Eq. (92)) when hwi(z) = 0: 
wave, can only be incorporated as an effective contribution to the sur-
face tension. Whence, we can write, in a more compact form: 
p(r,X)=pn(z,t)+-%q A
2pn(z,t) Apn(z,t)q2' 
At2 At b St, 
+ d p ^ V y 1 + M z ) ) e ± V z _ , e i q . x 
(95) 
where now, the intrinsic density profile is that given for planar adsorbed 
films in Section 2.3, Eq. (35). 
This equation shares the same qualitative implications that where 
found for the free liquid-vapor interface. Of particular interest is the 
laterally averaged density profile, which is immediately recovered 
from the above result as the q = 0 Fourier coefficient: 
p(Z,X)=pn(Z;t)+W A
zpn(z;t)TApn(z;t)qz 
At2 At 8L (96) 
if we now recall that E
 q\Stq\2 = (8t2)x, while E qlq^ql2 = <V/2>X, 
we see that the rough interface profile may be written as an expansion 
in powers of the squared amplitudes and gradient: 
P(z;X)=pn(z;t) + I d f o f r f l / ^ ^ l d f i f f l ) ^ At2 /x 2 At (97) 
gv(X) = gv(t) +^gv M<sr> + Ay(t)<yf\ (100) 
where the coefficient g"(t) is given exclusively in terms of the intrinsic 
density profile: 
»v'W = J ^ V ( z ) d z (101) 
while the t dependent contribution to the surface tension is [45]: 
Ay(t) = i,igv(t). (102) 
Substitution of Eq. (100) intoEq. (43), and transforming fluctuations 
of t(x) as usual, we finally obtain, for the Fourier transformed 
Hamiltonian, the following result: 
H[X\ = Ag(t) +IJ2 \S'W + (7- + AyM)q: (103) 
where <>x denotes the unweighted lateral average \/A \ Ax. 
In order to work out the implications of this equation more transpar-
ently, it is convenient to consider the limit of thick adsorbed films, 
where the wall correlations have essentially died out, so that 
hwi(z) = 0. In that case, the liquid-vapor interface is unperturbed by 
the substrate and is equal to the free liquid-vapor interface. Using 
now Eq. (18), it can be readily seen that A2pn(z)/At2 and =F bApn(z)/At 
become equal within the double parabola approximation, and the 
capillary wave perturbed density profile becomes: 
p(Z;X)=Pn(Z;t)+^-^ {{M\+H(m\}. (98) 
Notice that this equation is similar to the classical result for the 
density broadening due to capillary waves (cf. Eq. (62)), however, an 
extra term of order square gradient as identified in Ref. [45] for the 
first time is present. 
5.3. Capillary wave spectrum 
Having obtained the density profile consistent with the constraint X, 
we can now plug back p{r;X) into the free energy functional in order to 
estimate the free energy of the assumed capillary wave fluctuation. In 
practice, because we are interested in films subject to long-range van 
der Waals forces, it will suffice, as was the case in Section 2.4, to evaluate 
the dominant external field contribution. Luckily, since we are assuming 
an external field that only depends on the perpendicular direction, only 
the laterally averaged density profile is required. Hence, using Eq. (98) 
into Eq. (37), readily yields: 
gv(X)=gv(t)+^{(8t2)x + il((Vt)2)x}\ d
ZPn(z) 
At2 
V(z)Az. (99) 
In order to obtain the overall free energy of the perturbation, we 
now replace this equation into Eq. (43), using gv{X) as an estimate for 
the full g{X). Comparing the result with Eq. (44), we see that the term 
of order <8/2>x can be readily identified with gv{t). However, the term 
of order <V/2>X that is proportional to the surface area of the capillary 
Comparing this result with Eq. (47), we readily see that the 
consistent statistical thermodynamic treatment of the capillary wave 
Hamiltonian provides a free energy very much in agreement with the 
phenomenological classical capillary wave theory. The difference is, 
however, that the square-gradient coefficient, corresponding to y„ in 
the classical theory, is augmented with an extra t dependent contribu-
tion Ay{t). 
We can now readily obtain the spectrum of fluctuations consistent 
with Eq. (103), by following the same procedure discussed earlier 
(Section 3.1). The result is: 
^(t) + (y„ + Ky(t))q2. 
A (\tq\2 
(104) 
This equation shows that the q2 coefficient of the CWS is not just y„ 
as implied by the classical theory, Eq. (51), but rather, picks up an 
additional t dependent contribution, which, under some simplifying 
assumptions follows Eq. (102). 
Since both g"{t) and y(t) are available from that study of Ref. [45], 
and g"(t) is essentially dominated by gv(t), is suffices to employ £L as 
an empirical parameter in order to test the expectation of the above 
equation, namely, that the coefficient of order q2 in the CWS, obeys 
y(t) = y„ + ^2g"(t). The result of the comparison, depicted in 
Fig. 11, shows clearly a strong correlation between y(t) and g"{t), in 
all the range where g"{t) is dominated by the long-range forces. The 
agreement clearly breaks down below two molecular diameters but in 
that regime the short range forces become relevant and Eq. (102) 
need not hold any longer. 
Particularizing Eq. (103) to the specific case of an algebraically 
decaying potential, we recover a result obtained previously from the 
nonlocal theory of interfaces [44]. That theory has been largely applied 
to the study of short range wetting, but its implications as regards to 
capillary wave broadening, and the effect of long range forces have 
hardly been considered [43,44]. An effort is still needed to asses to 
what extent are both approaches equivalent. 
Before closing, let us mention that, if we explicitly consider the 
asymmetry of the liquid and vapor phases, Ay(t) then picks up 
additional terms of order g'{£) which vanish in the limit of a symmetri-
cal fluid, as noted previously [44]. A result exact for the double parabola 
model up to linear order in the asymmetry is: 
Ay(£) w--j(*-*m •(£) 
-a (105) 
According to the analysis performed in [45], terms governed by g'{£) 
do not yield any significant improvement for the model of argon on 
carbon dioxide, indicating a small role of the asymmetry even at such 
low temperature. 
5.4. Capillary wave broadening 
Another important implication of the theoretical analysis of Ref. [45] 
refers to the roughening of the average interface profile as described by 
Eqs. (97) and (98). Clearly, the first two terms on the right hand side of 
Eq. (97), are exactly as predicted by the classical capillary wave theory 
for an expansion of p(r;5) about £ (cf. Eq. (62)), but the third term 
implies a contribution of order square-gradient to the capillary wave 
broadening, that had not been identified previously. Physically, this 
contribution implies that the capillary waves do not merely propagate 
by translation of the original perturbation, £(x), but rather, are distorted 
due to curvature of the interface, and lead to iso-density lines that are no 
longer parallel. 
In order to assess the extent of the square-gradient contribution it is 
more convenient to consider the simplified Eq. (98). Comparing that 
equation with Eq. (62), shows that the combined contributions of trans-
lation and distortion to capillary wave broadening may be interpreted 
as an effective translation enhanced by terms of order square-gradient. 
Whence, the combined effects may be lumped into a single roughening 
parameter A2™, as: 
• 2 „ 2 \ / , . (106) 
where the Fourier amplitudes, fi£q are given by Eq. (104). This sum may 
be transformed into an integral as for the classical theory. For the sake of 
generality, however, we extend the result of Eq. (104), by adding the 
next to leading order correction, Kq4 to the denominator of (|6/q|2>, as 
implied by the Helfrich Hamiltonian and discussed at length by Mecke 
[97] (cf. Eq. (60)). Performing the integral to leading order in K, we 
obtain an expression in real algebra that smoothly transforms into the 
classical result, Eq. (56): 
AL = 4 + AK 
with 
$ = 
and 
4ixy(£) In 
i + SQLX 
i+gq 
(107) 
(108) 
471 K 
£-(!+£/£)£ 
ii-2ii 
In 
^-(i-^qLx)** (109) 
In these equations, y{£) refers to the £ dependent quantity y{£) = 
+ &g"{£) defined previously; £„ is the bulk correlation length; a 
sort of bending correlation length § | = K/y emerges naturally; while 
the parallel correlation length is now given as: 
£ = 7(1) 
w 
+ £ 
(110) 
Note that Eq. (107) was written in terms of the two contributions Ay 
and AK for the sake of brevity, but physically, it is more relevant to write 
+ A (111) 
where A2ras = (S£2) is the interface translation roughening, while 
Adis = §»((V/)2} is the interface distortion roughening. These contribu-
tions may be readily recognized from Eqs. (108) to (109) by noticing 
that A i^s has a linear prefactor of order §2. 
The picture that emerges from these equations is that the roughness 
of an interface as measured from experiments is, for the most general 
case, a very subtle phenomenon involving bulk and interface properties 
as well as surface interactions. It is relevant to recall in this context, that 
the above result, actually, was obtained via the simplifying assumption 
of i) a symmetric fluid and ii) the liquid-vapor interface unaffected by 
the field. 
In practice, the expression obtained here does not upset the good 
experimental agreement of the classical theory in the low field limit. 
Indeed, assuming £„ is larger than the system size, i„qmin » 1, and 
neglecting £,R, we find: 
kBT 
2ny„ 
i„ Wmax 1 C2 „2 (112) 
whence, the distortion contribution to the interface is a constant 
and does not upset the InL dependence observed experimentally. Pre-
sumably, the extra term could be tested experimentally by performing 
scattering experiments with different instrumental cutoffs. 
If, however, we consider the strong field limit, we find that indeed, 
because of the £ dependence of the surface tension, the predicted rough-
ness exhibits important differences with the classical theory, already 
under the simplifying assumption of vanishing £$: 
kBT 
" 2ny(£) Msn<7, 
1 p2 2 (113) 
Particularly, this equation predicts a sharper increase of the rough-
ness towards the low field limit than the classical theory, and such 
behavior does indeed conform qualitatively to some of the experimental 
findings [166,115,116]. 
The results above await verification, but it is interesting to point 
out that already some authors have noticed that their results could 
be better described with a film-height dependent surface tension 
[86,166,115,116]. 
Particularly relevant here is the work by Wang et al. [ 166], who stud-
ied thin polymer films at conditions where the bulk fluid exhibits liquid 
like behavior. Unexpectedly, the specular and diffuse X-ray scattering 
experiments performed could not be described simultaneously from 
the classical capillary wave theory of Section 3.2. On the one hand, 
their diffuse scattering experiments could only be described with an 
enhanced surface tension. On the other hand, such enhancement 
would result in interfacial roughness much smaller than implied by 
their specular reflectivity data. The authors reconciled these conflicting 
observations by hypothesizing a strong viscoelastic behavior of the 
polymer films, implying some degree of "glassification" as a result of 
confinement. However, Eq. (113) shows that, due to the additional con-
tribution ^qmax, an enhanced surface tension is actually compatible 
with an enhanced roughness, and could also serve as an explanation for 
the observed behavior. 
It is tempting to apply the result above to the case of a fluid-fluid 
interface subject to gravity. As the fluid approaches the critical point, 
€n approaches £„ (cf. Eq. (110)). Whence, according to Eq. (113), the 
logarithmic contributions of translation and distortion roughening can-
cel each other exactly, and only an ultraviolet cutoff term approaching 
<7max survives. This result is in agreement with theoretical estimates by 
van Leeuwen and Sengers, who considered the role of capillary wave 
translations on the Fisk-Widom intrinsic density profile and predicted 
a negligible roughening at criticality [165]. Interpretations based on 
Eq. (113) must be taken with some caution, however, since our ap-
proach assumes the external field does not perturb the intrinsic density 
profile. As is clear from Eq. (33), this is a reasonable approximation for 
an incompressible fluid, but breaks down at criticality because of the di-
verging compressibility. 
5.5. Discussion 
In this section we will discuss some physical implications of the 
general result, Eq. (95), leading naturally to the identification of the 
film-height dependent surface tension. 
In that equation, the q = 0 contribution of p(r;X) features terms of 
order |S/q|2 and \q S/q|2, while, due to mathematical difficulties, q ^ 0 
Fourier coefficients are given only to order 8£v The q = 0 mode of 
Eq. (95) is written in convenient form in Eq. (97). There, it is clear 
that, apart from the intrinsic density profile, there appear terms that 
are lateral averages of 6£(x) and (V/)2. Since the q = 0 mode in a 
Fourier expansion is essentially an unweighted lateral-average of the 
full solution, we conclude that p(r;X) must feature terms that are of 
order S/(x)2, and (V/(x))2 that are missing in Eq. (95) because of the 
truncation to order 6£q in the q jt 0 Fourier modes. 
A further important mathematical feature of the solution may be 
noticed by expanding the exponential function of Eq. (95), which 
immediately shows that p(r;X) also features terms of order q2d£q 
which can be immediately related to the Laplacian, V2/(x). 
Thus, to the order that is implied in Eq. (95), we can conclude that 
p(r;X) may be expressed as a function of d£(x), [V/(x)]2 and V2/(x). 
Whence, the strong nonlocality that is potentially implied in the trial 
solution of Eq. (77), is to this order a "weak" nonlocality, such that 
p(r;X) may be expressed as a local function of the interface displace-
ment, squared gradient and Laplacian. This feature of the solutions of 
the Helmholtz equation were already noticed some time ago [38], but 
not explored any further. The weak nonlocality implied here, however, 
provides a much more complex behavior than the classical theory, 
where p(r;X) is only a local function of 6/(x). 
Heuristically, we can suggest the following extended local form for 
the rough liquid-vapor density profile p(r;X) in the double parabola 
approximation [167]: 
P(r,X) = p,-Ap1/2e' 
Pv + Ap1/2e' 
(Lx+ftx)(z-«) 
(L,-b,)(z-l) 
z < £(x) 
z > £(x) (114) 
where L* = i 1 + (W) ) V2/and 
bv = 
^b2 + b2(V£)2+\(V2£)2 
1 + (V£)2 (115) 
is a local, curvature dependent correlation length that plays the same 
role as bq in the Fourier mode theory. The motivation for this result 
may be grasped intuitively for the special case of a film profile £(x) 
locally exhibiting finite gradient but zero curvature V2/(x) = 0. In 
that case, Eq. (114) is transformed into a function pn(h(z,x)) of the 
single variable: 
z-£(x) 
^ + (V/)2 
(116) 
whence, in contrast with the classical theory, which assumes vertical 
interface translations z —> z — £{x) of the profile, the above result 
considers the density of the inclined profile as given by the shortest 
(perpendicular) distance to the interface (rather than the vertical 
distance). This ansatz, which seems rather natural on physical grounds, 
has been invoked occasionally in improved capillary wave models for 
the description of the liquid-vapor interface [85,109], 
In order to compare the result of Eq. (114) with that of Eq. (95), we 
expand p(r;X) =/(r ; 8£, (V/)2, V2£) about the planar interface, yielding: 
P(r;X) = P„(z) + d / M ( X , + 2 b 
1 d2p„ 
+
 2 d£2 
^V 2 , (x)4( , - .dPn 
' d£ (V£(x)Y 
S£(x)2 +o(d£V2£,6£3, (V£)2, (V2/)2 J. 
(117) 
The first two terms of Eq. (114) recover exactly the Fisher-Jin theory 
of short-range wetting [37,38]. Since upon performing a lateral average, 
the linear term in 6£ vanishes, it is clear that the Fisher-Jin result does 
not give capillary wave broadening at all, and can therefore not possibly 
yield the film-height surface tension arising from the external field 
contribution. That is not a problem in the study of short-range wetting, 
where the field is of zero range, but is very relevant in practical applica-
tions discussed here. 
A similar expansion performed for Eq. (95) for the case of a liquid-
vapor interface (hwi(z) = 0) is identical to this equation, except for 
the T^f term of Eq. (95), which here transforms the =F sign inversion 
between branches somewhat more naturally as (z—£nf^-. Whence, to 
the order of approximation that is implied in Eq. (95), Eq (114) seems 
a rather reasonable guess. An advantage of the heuristic approach is 
that the crossing criterion is obeyed by construction for whatever 
large interfacial displacement. This is not the case of Eq. (95), because 
the boundary condition can only be solved in practice by performing 
an expansion in small powers of 6£. 
The above equation can now be laterally averaged, providing the 
capillary wave broadened profile. Since the terms linear in the interface 
displacement and Laplacian vanish, we are left with: 
p(Z;X) = P „ ( Z ) + 1 ( Z - 4 ) ^ ( ( V / ( X ) ) 2 ) 2 d£2 5£(xy (118) 
a result that is again of very similar form to Eq. (97). 
The picture that emerges from this discussion is that the addition of 
contributions in the gradient and Laplacian distort the density profile of 
the planar film beyond mere interface translations, compressing or 
relaxing iso-density curves parallel to the capillary wave perturbation. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 12, which shows schematically iso-density 
curves for the classical theory, compared with results from Eq. (114). 
In the classical theory, the perturbation propagates parallel to the initial 
wave front imposed by the crossing criterion. In the modified theory, 
however, iso-density lines at one phase (say the vapor phase) detach 
the original wave front for perturbations protruding into the liquid, 
while they approach the wave front when the liquid phase protrudes 
into the vapor (and likewise for iso-density lines in the liquid phase). 
Whence, relative to the classical theory, the perturbation is relaxed 
faster in a phase that is receding in favor of the opposite (whence, con-
tributing to a smaller broadening than implied in the classical theory); 
but relaxes slower when it is that phase which protrudes into the oppo-
site (therefore, contributing to a stronger broadening than predicted by 
Fig. 12. Sketch with iso-density lines representing a monochromatic capillary wave 
perturbation. The black line is the initial perturbation as imposed by the crossing criterion, 
satisfying p(x; z = £(x)) = p1/2 . The blue lines (top) correspond to iso-density curves 
inside the vapor phase withp = J(p„—pi/2). while the green curves (bottom) correspond 
to iso-density curves in the liquid phase, p = Mpi— P1/2Y Full lines are predictions from 
Eq. (114), while dashed lines are the classical theory in the double parabola approximation 
(i.e., Eq. (114) with gradient and Laplacian terms ignored). The monochromatic perturba-
tion has wavelength of five and amplitude 9/10 in units of the correlation length. 
the classical theory). Subsequent calculations in the framework of the 
nonlocal theory [168] are consistent with our results, Ref. [45,167], 
On laterally averaging these two opposing effects, the net contribu-
tion is that of an increased capillary wave broadening, as implied in 
Eqs. (97) and (118). Fig. 13 illustrates this effect for the simple mono-
chromatic perturbation already considered previously in Fig. 12. The 
color code which is darker for densities close to the bulk phase, shows 
that the relaxation is fast in the phase receding from the equimolar sur-
face, but is slow in the phase protruding into the equimolar surface (this 
can be best seen by considering the color code along a horizontal line 
close to the top or bottom of the figure). In order to illustrate the differ-
ence more clear, the central panel of the figure shows the density differ-
ences between the improved and the classical theories. A dominant 
positive region in the low density phase and an oppositely dominant 
negative region in the high density phase indicate enhanced capillary 
wave broadening. 
6. Conclusions and outlook 
The most important outcome of this review is an improved form of 
the Interfacial Hamiltonian Model Eq. (1) employed in surface thermo-
dynamics for the study of adsorbed condensates. According to our 
recent findings, a better description of thin films of height £(x) subject 
to the effect of a finite disjoining pressure in the small gradient regime 
is: 
H[£(x)]=j\gW+U(f)m dx (119) 
where y(£) is a film-height dependent surface tension that asymptoti-
cally recovers the result of a free liquid-vapor interface, y„. To leading 
order, it is found that [45]: 
?(*) = ? - - £ &n(£) (120) 
where £,„ is the bulk correlation length. In the limit where the square 
gradient coefficient is a constant equal to the surface tension, the extre-
mum of the Interface Hamiltonian provides a generalized or augmented 
Young-Laplace equation that is extensively employed to determine the 
equilibrium properties of condensates [20,22,16,23]. The explicit £ 
dependence of y{£), however, shows that the stationary condition of 
the Interface Hamiltonian may be more complicated than suggested 
by the augmented Young-Laplace equation. 
The above result should be accurate at least in the small curvature 
regime, which, for the case of sessile drops may correspond to contact 
angles as large as 30° [169]. The accuracy may be also limited to a 
range of film heights where the effect of an external field is the domi-
nant contribution, as is the case for the ubiquitous van der Waals forces. 
It is important to note, however, that this result does not apply to the 
immediate vicinity of the substrate, where the role of short range forces 
is significant and one can hardly expect such a concise £ dependence for 
y{£) as given by Eq. (120). 
The film height dependence of the surface tension close to the sub-
strate has been recognized for some time [37,39,44], but most previous 
studies have been devoted to the analysis of films subject to short-range 
forces, which are less relevant in practical applications. The result 
presented here is consistent with expectations from a nonlocal theory 
of interfaces applied to long range forces [44], but is cast here in terms 
of the fluid-substrate disjoining pressure, and is therefore of more 
general validity. 
z 0 
Fig. 13. Density plots of a monochromatic capillary perturbation as described by the classical (left), and the improved capillary wave theories (right). Dark blue corresponds to the bulk 
vapor density (top phase), dark yellow to the bulk liquid density (bottom phase), green values correspond to intermediate densities. The figure in the center shows differences between 
the improved and the classical theories, with yellow indicating positive differences, red color negative differences, and orange, no difference. The perturbation is the same as explained in 
the caption of Fig. 12. 
The conclusions indicated above result from the study of thermal 
capillary waves of adsorbed liquid films [45]. The Interfacial Hamiltonian 
provides a capillary wave spectrum that depends on the disjoining pres-
sure and surface tension of the liquid-vapor interface. Studying the fluc-
tuations by means of computer simulations, we have found that the 
capillary wave spectrum provides disjoining pressures that are in full 
agreement with independent results [53] obtained from thermodynamic 
integration [52]. However, the study reveals the need to introduce a film 
height dependent surface tension closely following expectations from 
Eq. (120) [45]. 
The theoretical analysis shows that the height dependence of 
Eq. (120) stems from capillary wave perturbations which distort the 
density profile of the planar film beyond mere interface translations, 
compressing or relaxing iso-density curves parallel to the capillary 
wave front [45]. Accordingly, the iso-density curves convey information 
on the substrate's external field to terms of order square gradient and 
lead to an effective film-height dependent contribution to the surface 
tension. 
Whereas the conclusions embodied in Eqs. (119) and (120) are 
possibly the most relevant, our study has also revealed details of the 
fluid interface of adsorbed films previously unnoticed. Particularly, we 
have shown that the classical result for capillary wave broadening is 
modified due to an additional broadening mechanism of order square 
gradient in the film fluctuations. An important test would require to 
gauge this hypothesis against X-ray reflectivity studies of adsorbed 
films that have reported significant discrepancies with the classical 
theory [48,166,115,116,87]. Of particular interest for experimental ver-
ification are systems with large correlation lengths and small surface 
tensions [166,170], which, according to Eq. (120) should enhance the 
film height dependency of y(£). 
The results of Eqs. (119) and (120) have many implications in the 
study of adsorption phenomena at distances to the substrate where 
n'(e) is still relevant. One obvious application is the study of the three 
phase contact line of droplets [30,23], which has generated enormous 
debate in the past. The structure of such condensates close to a substrate 
is no longer dictated by Young's equation. Rather, it is determined from 
the extremalization of an Interfacial Hamiltonian Model [23], which, for 
the limiting case of constant surface tension provides the augmented 
Young-Laplace equation [20,22]. According to our analysis, a more 
accurate description of the droplet structure should account explicitly 
for the film-height dependence of the surface tension. The structural 
changes which apply in the range (rA, should have implications for 
the study of the line tension as described by the classical theory [171 ]. 
Another important application refers to the dewetting dynamics 
of adsorbed liquid films, whether as described by linear theories 
[33,172], or the more involved non-linear treatment [173,174]. In both 
cases, the interface fluctuations leading to the film rupture are inhibited 
by the surface tension. Already at first sight, Eq. (120) seems to suggest 
that metastable films, leading to rupture by nucleation, could be stabi-
lized relative to the classical expectations, while unstable films 
exhibiting spinodal decomposition might be rather, destabilized fur-
ther. Another fingerprint of Eq. (120) that could be probed in dewetting 
experiments is the hole-hole correlations, which, as confirmed by 
experimental findings [175,152], is closely related to the parallel corre-
lation length £n. In the modified picture that emerges from this review, 
the expected parallel correlation length deviates from the classical 
value, jo,/g"{£), by a constant equal to the bulk correlation length of 
the adsorbed fluid (cf. Eq. (110)). Such effect may be again observed in 
films exhibiting strong confinement, small surface tensions and large 
bulk correlations, as might be the case of thin films of polymer mixtures. 
Further work is needed to explore these issues in detail. 
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